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Abstract
Zip.ca is an online DVDrental company that faces two major operational prob-
lems: calculation of the assignment of DVDs to customers every thirty minutes
throughout the day and purchasing of new inventory in regular intervals.
In this thesis, we model these two problems and develop algorithms to solve
them. In doing so, we encounter many theoretical problems that are both appli-
cable to Zip’s operations and intrinsically interesting problems independent of the
application.
First, we note that the assignment problem facing Zip is inherently in an online
setting. With returns of DVDs being processed throughout the day, the dataset
is constantly changing. Although the ideal solution would be to wait until the
end of the day to make decisions, physical work load capacities prevent this. For
this reason we discuss two online problems, online 0-1 budgeted matching and
the budgeted Adwords auction. We present a12wmaxwmin
-competitive algorithm for the
online 0-1 budgeted matching problem, and prove that this is the best possible
competitive ratio possible for a wide class of algorithms. We also give a(1− S+1S+e)-
competitive algorithm for the budgeted Adwords auction as the size of the bids
and cost get small compared to the budgets, whereS is the ratio of the highest and
lowest ratios of bids to costs.
We suggest a linear programming approach to solve Zip’s assignment problem.
We develop an integer program that models theB-matching instance with addi-
tional constraints of concern to Zip, and prove that this integer program belongs to
a larger class of integer programs that has totally unimodular constraint matrices.
Thus, the assignment problem can be solved to optimality every thirty minutes.
We additionally create a test environment to check daily performance, and provi e
real-time implementation results, showing a marked improvement over Zip’s old
algorithm.
We show that Zip’s purchasing problem can be modeled by the matching aug-
mentation problem defined as follows. Given a graph with vertex capacities and
costs, edge weights, and budgetC, find a purchasing of additional node capacity of
cost at mostC that admits aB-matching of maximum weight. We give a PTAS for
this problem, and then present a special case that is polynomial time solvable tht
still models Zip’s purchasing problem, under the assumption of uniform costs.
We then extend the augmentation idea to matroids and present matroid aug-
mentation, matroid knapsack, and matroid intersection knapsack, three NP-hard
problems. We give an FPTAS for matroid knapsack by dynamic programming,
PTASes for the other two, and demonstrate applications of these problems.
v
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A deep synergy often exists between academia and industry. Many of the most
interesting theoretical problems develop naturally from real applications andm y
ideas which, at their conception, were purely theoretical, end up being central in
solving large-scale real-world problems. This exchange is fruitful for both sides;
academia is endowed with a seemingly endless supply of important, relevant, and
challenging problems to resolve and industry is able to develop new technologies
and solve practical problems.
In this thesis, we consider a DVD rental company Zip.ca and two problems of
great importance to its operations: the assignment of DVDs to users and the pur-
chasing of new inventories of DVDs. As we model these problems, we encounter
many interesting theoretical problems. While the solutions to some of these prob-
lems have direct benefits and applications to Zip, others are interesting at a much
more intrinsic level. The intent of this thesis is dual: provide applicable solutions
to Zip and pose and suggest solutions to related theoretical problems.
1.1 Introduction to Zip
Zip.ca is an online mail-order DVD rental company. Customers of Zip have avail-
able to them many different plans which differ mainly in the number of DVDs that
can be possessed at any time. Customers may keep a rented DVD for as longas
they like; however, only once a disc is returned can it be replaced by another. Each
customer maintains at all times a ranked list of titles that the customer would like
to receive.
At any given time, Zip has a set of users who have fewer DVDs than their plans
permit. We will say that such users have open slots to fill. Additionally, Zip has
inventories of available DVDs in each of its distribution centres (DCs) across the
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country. Once or twice a day, the DCs receive additional inventory in the form
of returns. Over the course of each day, Zip must generate assignmentsof DVDs
to open slots to give to the mailrooms of the DCs for shipping. To obtain an op-
timal set of assignments over any time period (a day, for example), it would be
best to wait until the total inventory for the period was known, and then compute
all assignments. However, due to the physical constraints of work capacity in the
mailrooms, assignments must be produced in a more continuous manner over the
course of the time period. Currently, Zip calculates a new set of assignmentsev-
ery thirty minutes. The size of these assignments is generally much larger than
the work capacity of the mailrooms over this time, allowing for better work effi-
ciency by mailroom staff. (We do not want staff to waste time searching for one
obscure, rarely-shipped DVD that is stored away when in the same time couldpro-
cess twenty readily available discs.)
The quality of the assignment that Zip produces can be measured by many
different metrics. Four main metrics are currently in use:
1. Percentage of slots left open at the end of the day (or equivalently, number
of slots filled)
2. Number of slots filled with DVDs of rank one
3. Number of slots filled with DVDs of rank ten or better
4. Number of shipments made from a user’s home DC (the DC to which the
user returns DVDs and typically closest geographically). Shipments that are
not from the home DC are referred to as cross-shipments.
The reason for these metrics being of importance to Zip is fairly obvious. The
first three are important for customer satisfaction; customers want to receive th
number of DVDs for which they have paid and they want them to be highly-ranked
on their lists. The importance of the fourth metric is slightly less obvious. It is
important since a DVD shipped from a nearby DC will spend less time in the mail
and get to the user sooner, at a cheaper cost. Additionally, the DVD is back in
Zip’s inventory for reassignment sooner. However, the direct impact of improving
this metric is hard to measure. Zip seeks daily to maximize an overall metric,
comprised of a combination of these four metrics.
Other issues not captured in this overall metric are also of importance to Zip.
One main issue is servicing recently neglected customers. If a user has recently
received titles of poor rank or been left with open slots for long periods,the user
is more likely to leave Zip. Thus, Zip maintains a service index for each user to
measure recent service, and attempts to cater to those with high service indices.
2
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Currently, Zip uses many different algorithms and heuristics to arrive at as-
signments every thirty minutes. Users are segmented into groups based on service
index and assignments are calculated one group at a time, using a type of shortest
path algorithm. In this stage, no importance is given to avoiding cross-shipping.
Additionally, for the assignments calculated in the first half of the day, only assign-
ments involving DVDs ranked in the top ten are made. This heuristic is done to
attempt to avoid making bad assignments early in the day before a large portion
of the day’s information is available. After the assignments are calculated, a local
swap procedure is executed to attempt to decrease cross-shipping. Finally, s ce
there is a physical time period associated with running the algorithm, it is possible
that the mailroom has prepared some assignments for shipping while the algorithm
was running, creating a discrepancy in the data. Any assignments involvingeither
an open slot or inventory that no longer exists must be removed. This process is
referred to as scrubbing.
This series of procedures may produce good assignments every thirty minutes,
but it is difficult to derive any sort of performance guarantee. It is difficult to
even see what is really happening during the process or which areas have greatest
potential for improvement. Our goal in this area is to improve Zip’s assignment
process.
An additional problem faced by Zip is that of purchasing new inventory. Zip
must constantly purchase DVDs, both to keep up to date with new releases and to
replace or bolster inventory of older titles. The most logical goal in purchasing
new DVDs is to do so in the way that increases the value of the daily metric most
significantly, but it can be difficult to predict the impact of purchasing decisions.
Our goal in this second area is to provide a mechanism to Zip with which it can
make reasonable purchasing decisions.
1.1.1 Applied results
We suggest improvements for both the assignment and purchasing aspectsof Zip’
operations. On the assignment side, this improvement will come in two forms.
First, we modify the metric that Zip uses to evaluate its assignments in such a
way that it captures more information. Specifically, it will incorporate the servic
indices of users and make a distinction between titles of rank eleven and those
of rank 500 (neither of which is true of the original metric). Secondly, we create
a new algorithm for Zip that, rather then apply a series of heuristics and patches,
simply solves one optimization problem to optimality every thirty minutes. Solving
a single problem and reaching an optimal solution is appealing for obvious reasons;
Zip has a guarantee that, under a certain metric, there does not exist a better solution
for the time period under consideration.
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Using the new algorithm and targeting the new metric in actual real-time oper-
ations at Zip yielded much improved results. The average percentage of slots filled
with rank one discs increased from 15.7% to 20.1% and the average percentage
of users with open slots at the end of the day decreased from 5.3% to 2.4%,both
dramatic increases.
For the purchasing problem, we show that a suitably defined instance of match-
ing augmentation, a problem related to Zip’s assignment problem that we presnt
later in this thesis, models finding the budgeted purchasing decision that maximizes
the increase of Zip’s metric over a given time period. Although we show that this
problem is NP-hard, we additionally give a polynomial-time solvable special case
that also encodes the purchasing problem, under the assumption that all DVDs have
the same price. We conclude by speculating how such an algorithm could be used
to make long-term purchasing decisions.
In the following sections, we discuss some basic concepts needed to present
and solve the wide range of theoretical problems discussed in this thesis. Wealso
present the theoretical results that we obtain.
1.2 Approximation Algorithms
Given an instanceI of a maximization problemM, we are interested in finding an
optimal solution forI efficiently. An algorithm forM is considered efficient if it
returns a solution in time polynomial in the size of the input for any instance. We
will consider problems belonging to one or both of the complexity classesP and
NP.
The problemM is in P if there exists a polynomial time algorithm that com-
putes the optimal solution given any instance ofM. The classNP contains all
problems inP, but also many other, likely harder, problems. Specifically, it con-
tains a set ofNP-complete problems, problems which are unlikely to also be inP.
A problem is calledNP-hard if it is, roughly speaking, at least as hard as every
problem inNP. For such problems, if we require an algorithm that runs in time
polynomial in the input size, it is likely that we will have to settle forapproximately
optimalsolutions.
Definition 1.2.1.Given an instanceI of a maximization problemM, let OPTI be
the value of the optimal solution. A polynomial time algorithmA is called ac-
approximation algorithm if for every instanceI of M, A outputs a solution of
value at leastOPTI/c, for constantc≥ 1.
For some NP-hard problems, although we cannot obtain optimal solutions in
polynomial time, we can obtain arbitrarily good approximations.
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Definition 1.2.2.A polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS)for an in-
stanceI of an NP-hard maximization problem is an algorithmA that, given any
ε > 0, returns a solution of value at least(1− ε)OPTI in time polynomial in the
size of the input.
Definition 1.2.3.A fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS)is a
PTAS that runs in time polynomial in the size of the input and in1/ε.
Definition 1.2.4.A pseudopolynomial timealgorithm is an algorithm that runs
in time polynomial in thenumeric valueof the input (which is exponential in the
length of the input). An NP-hard problem is calledweakly NP-hard if it admits a
pseudopolynomial time algorithm. An NP-hard problem that does admit such an
algorithm is calledstrongly NP-hard.
Remark 1.2.5.If an NP-hard problem has an FPTAS, then it is weakly NP-hard.
Conversely, a strongly NP-hard problem does not have an FPTAS.
We will now consider an example of an NP-hard problem that is relevant to this
thesis. The Knapsack problem is defined as follows:
Given items S= {1, ..,n}, weights w∈ QS, costs c∈ QS+, and budget C∈ Q,
find S′ ⊆ S of maximum weight w(S′) := ∑e∈S′we such that c(S′)≤C.
More specifically, the Knapsack problem is weakly NP-hard; it does admitan
FPTAS [13].
1.3 Graphs
Many of the problems we consider in this thesis are best modeled by graphs.In
this section, we define a graph and the graph concepts needed for the probl ms we
will consider.
Definition 1.3.1.A graph G := (V,E) is a setV of vertices and setE of two-
element subsets ofV called edges. Fore = {v1,v2}, we saye is incident with
bothv1 andv2. We denote byδ (v) the set of all edges incident withv. We callG
bipartite if there exists a bipartition ofV into V1 andV2 such that for each edge
e∈ E, e is incident with one vertex from each ofV1 andV2. (In this case, we will
often writeG = (V1∪V2,E))
Definition 1.3.2.A subgraphG′= (V ′,E′) of G= (V,E) is a graph, whereV ′⊆V,
E′ ⊆ E, and for everye= {vi ,v j} ∈ E′, vi ,v j ∈V ′.
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Definition 1.3.3.A v1vk-walk in a graphG = (V,E) is an ordered list
(v1,e1,v2,e2, ..,ek−1,vk),
wherevi ∈V ∀1≤ i ≤ k andej = {v j ,v j+1} ∈ E ∀1≤ j ≤ k−1. If there is a walk
between every two vertices inG, we say thatG is connected. A viv j -path is a
viv j -walk with no repeated vertices. Acycleis a path that begins and ends with the
same vertex. A graph with no cycles is calledacyclic.
Definition 1.3.4.A tree is a graphG = (V,E) with no cycles where|V|= |E|−1.
A spanning treeof a graphG = (V,E) is a subgraphG′ = (V,E′) that is a tree.
Given weights on the edges of a graph, we can consider the problem of finding
a spanning tree of maximum weight. This problem has received much attention
and can be solved very efficiently [15]. A harder problem, thebudgeted spanning
tree problem, is presented below:
Given a graph G= (V,E), weights w∈QE, costs c∈QE+, and budget C∈Q,
find a spanning tree T of maximum weight w(T) such that c(T)≤C.
This problem is shown to be NP-hard in [21].
Definition 1.3.5.Given a graphG = (V,E) and capacitiesB∈ ZV+, a B-matching
M ⊆ E is a subset of edges such that for everyv ∈ V, the number of edges inM
incident withv is at mostBv. If the number of edges is equal toBv, we say thatv is
coveredby M; all other vertices are calleduncovered. If Bv = 1 ∀v∈V, we will
simply callM amatching.
As in the case of spanning trees, we can consider the problem of finding aB-
matching of maximum weight. This problem can also be solved efficiently [8].
Once again, we consider the problem of adding a budget constraint to theprobl m.
Consider thebudgeted matching problem:
Given a graph G= (V,E), weights w∈ QE, costs c∈ QE+, and budget C∈ Q,
find a matching M of maximum weight w(M) such that c(M)≤C.
This problem is easily seen to be NP-hard (budgeted matching on a set of iso-
lated edges is knapsack), and a PTAS is presented in [1].
Finally, we consider the notion ofdirectedgraphs.
Definition 1.3.6.A directed graph D = (V,E) is a setV of nodes and setE of
two-elementorderedsubsets ofV called arcs. Fore= (v1,v2), we say thate goes
from v1 to v2. We defineδ+(v1) to be the set of arcs going tov1 andδ−(v1) to be
the set of arcs coming fromv1.
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We will consider themaximum weight st-flow problemdefined on directed
graphs, which can be solved efficiently using an algorithm by Ford and Fulker-
son [10]:
Given a directed graph D= (V,E), weights w∈ QE, capacities u∈ QE+, a
source node s, and a sink node t, find x∈QE such that
• for all e∈ E,0≤ xe≤ ue
• for all v ∈V \{s, t}, x(δ +(v)) = x(δ−(v))
• wTx is maximized
We also present a theorem regarding the existence of integral solutions tothe
maximum weightst-flow problem.
Theorem 1.3.7([5]). If u is integral and there exists a maximumst-flow, then there
exists a maximumst-flow that is integral.
1.3.1 Graph results
Much interest has been paid in recent years to the generalizing of problems by
adding budget constraints. Given any maximization problem with a setF of pos-
sible solutions and some budgetB, the budgeted form of the maximization problem
is to find the solutionS∈F of maximum weight such that thecostof S is at most
B.
Much of the interest received by budgeted optimization problems can be at-
tributed to the fact that adding a budget constraint often greatly increases the dif-
ficulty of solving the problem. Maximum weight matching and maximum weight
spanning tree are two such examples. Polynomial time algorithms exist for solving
both unbudgeted versions, but as mentioned in the previous section, both budgeted
versions are NP-hard.
In 1990, Papadimiriou and Yannakakis gave a framework for multiobjective
optimization problems that can be applied to budgeted optimization problems [19].
In this paper, they discuss the notion of aP reto curve. A Pareto curve is a set of
solutions where, given any solution in the set, moving to a solution of higher value
in any objective requires a decrease in the value of at least one other objective.
In some sense, the Pareto curve maps out the set of extreme solutions. Anε-
approximate Pareto curveis a set of polynomial size in the size of the instance and
in 1/ε that approximates a Pareto curve. Papadimitriou and Yannakakis show that
if there is a pseudopolynomial algorithm for the exact version of the optimization
problem (i.e. find a solution of exactly a given value or determine that none exist),
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then there is an FPTAS for the construction of anε-approximate Pareto curve. In
the setting of budgeted maximization problems, constructing such a curve using
two objectives, weight and cost, it is possible to obtain a solution within a(1− ε)
factor of the optimal solution of cost at most a(1+ ε) factor of the budget. This
gives an FPTAS for the problem with slight budget violation. Problems for which
this can be done include shortest path, maximum spanning tree [2], and maximum
matching [18].
We consider a budgeted generalization of the max-weightB-matching problem.
In this version, we are given a cost on each of thevertices, and a total budget for
the purchase of additional vertex capacity. The objective of this problemis to aug-
ment the instance in a way that results in the new instance containing aB-matching
of maximum weight. Formally, thematching augmentation problemis defined as
follows:
Given a graph G= (V,E), weights w∈QE, capacities B∈ ZV+, costs c∈Q
V
+,
and a budget C∈Q, find y∈ ZV+ and M⊆ E such that:
• cTy≤C
• M is a (B+y)-matching
• M is of maximum weight w(M)
We will also consider a special case of matching augmentation. We call the
special case whereG is bipartite withV =V1∪V2 andcv = ∞ ∀v∈V1, cv = 1∀v∈V2
one-sided bipartite matching augmentation with uniform costs.
We consider these two problems because they are extremely useful for model-
ing Zip’s purchasing problem. In this thesis, we show that matching augmentation
is NP-hard, and proceed to prove the following two theorems:
Theorem 1.3.8.The matching augmentation problem admits a PTAS
Theorem 1.3.9.There exists a polynomial time algorithm for one-sided bipartite
matching augmentation with uniform costs.
We can also consider a version of matching augmentation where, rather than
purchasing additional vertex capacity, we purchase ’passes’ for theedg s. Instead
of paying for violations in degree constraints by paying vertex costs, we pay to
remove edges from contributing to the vertex loads. We can define thedg -cost
matching augmentationproblem as follows:
Given a graph G= (V,E), weights w∈ QE, capacities B∈ ZV , costs c∈ QE+,




• M \Y is a B-matching
• M is of maximum weight w(M)
In the thesis, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1.3.10.The edge-cost matching augmentation problem on bipartite graphs
admits a PTAS.
1.4 Online algorithms
To this point, we have only discussed problems where the entire instance is giv n
to us before our algorithms must make any decisions. In many applications, this
is far from reality; information comes in pieces over a period of time. Rarely in
these situations do we have the luxury of being able to wait until the entire instance
becomes known. The assignment problem facing Zip is one such example. Zi
must compute many assignments each day, most of which are computed beforeall
DVD availability for the day is known.
In this section, we present a model for online problems. All of the problems
we consider in this thesis will be modeled by bipartite graphs, so we will extend
bipartite graphs into this online setting.
We will consider a graphG = (U ∪V,E), but at the onset of the algorithm,
neitherV nor E is known to us. Furthermore, we will assume that the vertices of
V are ordered; without loss of generality, let the ordering be(v1,v2, ..,vn). One at
a time, starting withv1, vertexvi and edgesE∩δ (vi) will be presented, along with
any information associated with the edges (weights, for example). At this time,
our algorithm must irrevocably decide to include at most onee∈ E∩ δ (vi) in the
solution. Once this decision is made, all edges not chosen are discarded and chosen
edges can never be removed from the solution.
Online problems are typically hard to solve. Since decisions are being made
without knowing the entire instance, it is almost impossible to design an algorithm
that can guarantee an optimal solution for any instance of a problem. As in thecase
of NP-hard problems, we will settle for approximately optimal solutions.
Definition 1.4.1.Given an instanceI of an online maximization problemM, let
OPTI be the value of the optimal (offline) solution. An online algorithmA for M is




We now give two examples of online problems that will be discussed in this
thesis. The first problem we consider isonline matching. This problem is defined
as follows:
Given a bipartite graph G= (U∪V,E), where V, E arrive online, find a match-
ing M of maximum size|M|.
In 1990, Karp, Vazirani, and Vazirani gave an extremely simple 1/2-competitive
algorithm for online matching that simply picks any edge any time one is available
[14]. They show that this is the best competitive ratio possible for a determinis-
tic algorithm. However, in the same paper, they give a randomized algorithm with
competitive ratio of 1−1/e(where the competitive ratio of a randomized algorithm
is defined as the maximum over all instances of the ratio of the optimal value to the
expected value of the solution returned by the algorithm). Their algorithm fixes a
random permutation of the known side of the bipartition and makes all decisions
according to the ranking in this permutation. The authors show that no randomized
algorithm can achieve a better competitive ratio. Since this paper, related problems
have received much attention. One such problem is the Adwords auction.
The Adwords auction is a problem that models the application of the selling of
advertising space in search engines. Every time an internet user enters akeyword,
a set of buyers bid for advertising spots available in the search results page. E ch
buyer has a daily budget, and as the auctioneer, we obtain profit equal tothe min-
imum of each buyer’s budget and the sum of all of the bids made by the buyer in
auctions the buyer won. This problem is clearly best modeled as being onlineas
we have no information pertaining to which search queries will be entered.
We can model the Adwords auction as an online graph problem, whereU is
known andV, E arrive online:
Let U be the set of buyers, V be the set of advertising slots (often called prod-
ucts), and E be the set U×V. Let n= |U | and m= |V|. Given bids b∈ RE and
budgets B∈ RU , find M⊆ E such that:
• for each j∈V, ∑e∈M∩δ ( j) be≤ 1
• ∑i min{Bi ,∑e∈M∩δ (i) be} is maximized
In 2007, Mehta, Saberi, Vazirani, and Vazirani gave a deterministic algorithm
for this problem that achieves a 1− 1/e competitive ratio when the size of the
bids is small compared to the budgets[17]. In the same paper, they show that
no randomized algorithm can do better. In 2008, Buchbinder gave a primal-dual
algorithm that achieves the same ratio, an algorithm discussed in detail later in
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Section 2.2 [4]. Birnbaum and Mathieu gave a survey of online matching, the
Adwords auction, and several related problems, and provided a simple proof of the
original result in Karp et al.[3].
1.4.1 Online results
In this thesis, we consider generalizing both online matching and the Adwordsauc-
tion by adding budget constraints. As mentioned in Section 1.3.1, adding budget
constraints to maximization problems has been of much interest in recent years.
However, to the author’s knowledge, little work has been done regardingbud eted
online problems. The Adwords auction has a budget for each buyer, but these are
not explicit constraints. As the size of the bids get small compared to the budgets,
it is not hard to make the constraints explicit without sacrificing the competitive
ratio.
In addition to adding budgets to the problems, we also consider the more gen-
eral weighted version of online matching:
Given a graph G= (U ∪V,E), weights w∈ RE, costs c∈ {0,1}E+ and budget
C∈ R, find a matching M of maximum weight w(M) with cost c(M)≤C.
The budgeted Adwords auction is defined as follows:
Let U be the set of buyers, V be the set of products, and E be the set U×V. Let
n = |U | and m= |V|. Given bids b∈ RE, budgets B∈ RU , costs c∈ RE+, and cost
budget C∈ R find M⊆ E such that:
• for each j∈V, ∑e∈M∩δ ( j) be≤ 1
• c(M)≤C
• ∑i min{Bi ,∑e∈M∩δ (i) be} is maximized
In this thesis, we prove the following two results.
Theorem 1.4.2.There exists a deterministic polynomial time algorithm for the on-
line 0-1 budgeted matching problem that returns a solution of weight within a
1
2wmaxwmin
-factor of the optimal solution. Furthermore, this is the optimal ratio for a
wide class of algorithms.
Notice that for the unweighted case, this algorithm is 1/2-competitive, match-




Theorem 1.4.3.There exists a polynomial time algorithm for the budgeted Ad-
words auction that returns a solution of weight within a(1− S+1S+e)-factor of the
optimal solution, as the size of the bids and costs get small compared to the bud-
gets, whereS is the ratio of the highest and lowest ratios ofbe to ce.
1.5 Linear Programming




In (P) above,A is anm×n matrix andc,b are vectors.
Definition 1.5.1.A solutionx is calledfeasiblefor (P) if Ax≤ b andx≥ 0.
Definition 1.5.2.A feasible solutionx∗ is calledoptimal if cTx∗ = max{cTx s.t.
Ax≤ b, x≥ 0}.
Each linear program has associated with it adu l linear program. For a linear




The following theorem gives a relationship between feasible solutions to (P)
and (D).
Theorem 1.5.3.(Weak duality) If x is feasible for (P) andy is feasible for (D), then
cTx≤ bTy.
The weak duality theorem states that any feasible solution to (D) is an upper
bound for any feasible solution to (P). This fact can be very useful in designing
approximation algorithms, as shown by the following corollary:








In many applications, it makes no sense to consider solutionsx for (P) that
are not integral. Thus, we can define aninteger programthat requires that certain




Although these integer programs can lead to more realistic models, they are of-
ten hard to solve. While linear programs can be solved in polynomial time (using
the Ellipsoid Method), integer programs are in general NP-hard to solve [6]. Thus,
we often approximate integer programs by relaxing the integrality constraints.We
call (P) thelinear programming relaxationof (IP).




WhereA is anm×n matrix as before,m≤ n, andrank(A) = m.
Definition 1.5.5.A basisof (P2) is a setB⊆ {x1, ..,xn} with |B|= msuch that the
columnsAB of A correspondingB are linearly independent. The solutionx = A−1b
is called thebasic feasible solution corresponding toB.
Remark 1.5.6.Any linear program can be expressed in the form of (P2), so the
notion of bases and basic feasible solutions is not limited to any specific form of
linear program.
Definition 1.5.7.Let x be feasible for (P). We sayx is anextreme point if there
does not exist any such that bothx+y andx−y are feasible for (P).
Fact 1.5.8.x is an extreme point if and only if it is a basic feasible solution for
some basis
Definition 1.5.9.We call two extreme points of a linear programadjacent if their




We conclude our background work on linear programs with a brief discussion of
Lagrangian relaxations. Consider the integer program (IP’) below obtained by





We have discussed many problems where the addition of a budget constraint
such as (1) makes the problems hard to solve. The method of Lagrangian relaxation
allows us to, in some ways, ’remove’ this troublesome constraint. We consider
taking (1) and ’lifting’ it into the objective function. Consider the integer program
LR(λ ):
max cTx+λ (B−dTx) (LR(λ ))
s.t. Ax≤ b
x∈ Zn+
We call LR(λ ) theLagrangian relaxationof (IP’) for someλ ≥ 0. Notice that
any solution feasible for (IP’) is feasible for LR(λ ), for anyλ .
Definition 1.5.10.TheLagrangian weight wλ (e) of a variablexe is its objective
coefficient in the Lagrangian relaxation.
In the case of LR(λ ), wλ (e) = ce−λde.
Although there exists considerable theory regarding Lagrangian relaxation, we
will require only a few basic properties for the purpose of this thesis.
Theorem 1.5.11.Let x∗ be optimal for (IP’) andx∗λ be optimal for LR(λ ) with
λ ≥ 0. ThencTx∗ ≤ cTx∗λ +λ (B−d
Tx∗λ ).
Proof. Consider anyx feasible for (IP’). Sincex satisfiesdTx≤ B, cTx≤ cTx+
λ (B−dTx). The result follows from the observation thatx is feasible for LR(λ ).
Corollary 1.5.12. If x∗λ is optimal for LR(λ ) andd
Tx∗λ = B, thenx
∗




1.5.2 An integer program for Zip
The most significant applied result of this thesis is the development of a new al-
gorithm to solve instances of Zip’s assignment problem every thirty minutes. The
algorithm that we created is conceptually extremely simple.
Zip’s assignment problem can be formulated as an integer program.
The new assignment algorithm consists of solving one integer program to opti-
mality. Although we have stated that in general it is hard to solve integer programs,
a result later in the thesis shows that the linear program relaxation of this integer
program is an exact formulation, and can thus be solved to obtain integral solutions.
1.6 Matroids
Let Sbe a ground set of elements andI be a set of subsets ofS. We will call any
I ∈I independent(and all other subsetsdependent).
Definition 1.6.1.We callM = (S,I ) a matroid if the following three properties
hold:
(M0) /0∈I
(M1) If I ′ ⊆ I ⊂ SandI ∈I , thenI ′ ∈I
(M2) If I ,J ∈I and|I |< |J|, then there existse∈ J\ I such thatI ∪{e} ∈I
We now define several concepts regarding matroids.
Definition 1.6.2.Given a matroidM = (S,I ) andA⊆ S:
• A basisof A is an inclusion-wise maximal independent subsetB⊆ A.
• Therank of A is r(A) := max{|B| : B a basis ofA}
• A circuit of M is a minimally dependent subsetC⊆ S
Alternatively, we can define a matroid as follows:
Definition 1.6.3.M = (S,I ) is amatroid if (M0), (M1), and the following addi-
tional property hold:
(M3) For allA⊆ S, every basis ofA has the same cardinality
We now give some useful properties of matroids.
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Lemma 1.6.4.Given a matroidM = (S,I ):
1. (Deletion) For everyS0⊆ S, M −S0 := (S′,I ′) is a matroid, where
S′ := S\S0 andI ′ := {I ∈I : I ∩S0 = /0}.
2. (Contraction) For everyI ∈I , M /I := (S′,I ′) is a matroid, where
S′ := S\ I andI ′ := {S0⊆ S\ I : S0∪ I ∈I }.
3. (Truncation) For everyq∈ N, M q := (S,I q) is a matroid, where
I q := {I ∈I : |I | ≤ q}.
4. (Extension) For everyD, D∩S= /0, M +D := (S′,I ′) is a matroid, where
S′ := S∪D andI := {S0⊆ S∪D : S0∩S∈I }.
5. (Union) For any other matroidM2 = (S2,I2), M ′ := (S′,I ′) is a matroid,
whereS′ := S∪S2 andI ′ := {I1∪ I2 : I1 ∈I , I2 ∈I2}.
An additional property of matroids that will extremely useful in this thesis is
that bases can be found by linear programming. Specifically, consider themax-
weight independent set problem:
Given a matroidM = (S,I ) and weights w∈QS, find an independent set of
maximum weight.
This problem can be formulated as the following linear program, where there
is a variablexe for eache∈ S:
max wTx
s.t. x(A)≤ r(A) ∀A⊆ S
x≥ 0
Fact 1.6.5([20]). The above linear program always has an integral optimal solu-
tion.
Before we can use the above fact, we must discuss matroid models. Note that
a matroid can contain exponentially many independent sets. Thus, determiningif a
given set is independent is potentially a hard problem. If testing for independence
is hard, then certainly the max-weight independent set problem is also hard, as
are any problems which require as solutions independent sets. Thus, it isusually
assumed when working with matroids that we are provided with an independence
oracle. This makes matroid problems tractable and interesting to consider. Forthe
remainder of this thesis, we will assume access to an such an independenceoracle.
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Corollary 1.6.6. The max-weight independent set problem can be solved in poly-
nomial time.
Matroids are very useful in modeling certain problems. One such matroid is
thegraphic matroid, which can be used to model many graph problems. We now
define the graphic matroid.
Definition 1.6.7.Given G = (V,E), the graphic matroid of G is M = (E,I ),
whereI = {E′ ⊆ E : E′ contains no cycles}.
Remark 1.6.8.In the graphic matroid forG = (V,E), whereG is connected, the
set of bases ofE is the set of spanning trees ofG.
One other matroid that will be used in the thesis is the uniform matroid.
Definition 1.6.9.Given a ground setSand an integerC, theuniform matroid of S
of sizeC is M = (S,I ), whereI = {S′ ⊆ S: |S′| ≤C}.
We will now consider some well-studied matroid problems that will be useful
in this thesis. First is the matroid intersection problem. This problem is similar to
the maximum weight independent set problem, except we now have two matroids,
and must find a set independent in both. Formally, the matroid intersection is de-
fined as follows:
Given matroidsM1 = (S,I1) and M2 = (S,I2) and weights w∈ QS, find
I ∈I1∩I2 of maximum weight w(I).
As in the case of max-weight independent set, there exists a polynomial time
algorithm to solve matroid intersection [9].
As in earlier sections, we also consider budgeted versions of these two prob-
lems:
• Budgeted independent set: Given a matroidM = (S,I ), weightsw∈ QS,
costsc∈QS+, and a budgetC∈Q, find I ∈I of maximum weight such that
c(I)≤C.
• Budgeted matroid intersection: Given matroidsM1 = (S,I1) and M2 =
(S,I2), weightsw∈QS, costsc∈QS+, and a budgetC∈Q, find I ∈I1∩I2
of maximum weightw(I) such thatc(I)≤C.
Budgeted independent set isNP-hard, as the budgeted spanning tree problem
on G can be solved by finding a budgeted independent set of the graphic matroid
corresponding toG. Berger et al. give a PTAS for the budgeted matroid intersection
problem in [1]. These two results imply that both budgeted problems areNP-hard





As mentioned in the previous section, matroids are quite powerful for modeling
problems. Graphic matroids model spanning trees in graphs. Matroids quite often
generalize existing combinatorial objects and can be used to encode many prob-
lems. This is particularly true of matroid intersection. In this thesis, we define
several matroid problems with the purpose of encoding some of the ideas behind
previous problems with matroids. First, we consider thematroid augmentation
problem, a problem that in many ways is the matroid equivalent of the edge-cost
matching augmentation problem. Rather than being given a graph and buying
’passes’ for some edges, we are given an independent set of a matroid, nd are
buying additional elements such that the resulting set has as large a maximum
weight independent set as possible. Formally, the matroid augmentation is defined
as follows:
Given a matroidM = (S,I ), A⊆S, weights w∈QS, costs c∈QS+, and budget
C∈Q, find A′ ⊆ S such that c(A′)≤C and the weight of the max-weight indepen-
dent set I⊆ (A∪A′) is maximized.
In this thesis, we prove the following result.
Theorem 1.6.10.The matroid augmentation problem admits a PTAS.
A problem related to matroid augmentation ismatroid knapsack. In the ma-
troid augmentation problem, we are givenA⊆ S as our starting set, much as we
are given starting capacities in the matching augmentation problem. In the matroid
knapsack problem, we are free to select anyA ∈ I as our starting set. We then
must purchase additional elements to achieve a set of maximum weight. The name
of this problem arises from these two aspects; given our choice of a basis of the
matroid, the optimal solution is obtained by solving an instance of knapsack on the
remaining elements. The matroid knapsack problem is as follows:
Given a matroidM = (S,I ), weights w∈ QS, costs c∈ QS+, and a budget
C∈Q, find A′ ⊆ A⊆ S such that c(A′)≤C, A\A′ ∈I , and w(A) is maximized.
We can think of this problem as trying to find a set thatalmostindependent; we
must pay for any elements that cause a violation of independence. We provthe
following result about matroid knapsack.
Theorem 1.6.11.The matroid knapsack problem admits an FPTAS.
The FPTAS mentioned in Theorem 1.6.11 is obtained by scaling the instance
and applying a dynamic programming algorithm.
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Finally, we generalize the matroid knapsack problem to the setting of matroid
intersection. As mentioned earlier, matroid intersection has many applications.
The problem we present here, a generalization of matroid intersection andof ma-
troid knapsack, has even greater modeling power. Thematroid intersection knap-
sackproblem is as follows:
Given matroidsM1 = (S,I1) andM2 = (S,I2), weights w∈ QS, costs c∈
QS+, and a budget C∈ Q , find A
′ ⊆ A⊆ S such that c(A′) ≤C, A\A′ ∈I1∩I2,
and w(A) is maximized.
We obtain the following result:
Theorem 1.6.12.The matroid intersection knapsack problem admits a PTAS.
Furthermore, we show the applicability of the matroid intersection knapsack
problem by modeling the bipartite version of edge-cost matching augmentation as
a matroid intersection knapsack problem and obtaining a PTAS.
1.7 Miscellaneous
In this section, we introduce some additional concepts that will be needed in this
thesis.
Definition 1.7.1.Given a setS, a partial order on S is a binary relation ’≤’ such
that for alla,b,c∈ S:
• ( reflexivity) a≤ a
• (antisymmetry) if a≤ b andb≤ a thena = b
• ( transitivity) if a≤ b andb≤ c thena≤ c
We callSalong with the partial order apartially ordered set (or poset).
Remark 1.7.2.In all of the applications in this thesis, we will use the relation
’subset’. In other words,A≤ B if A⊆ B
We require a few definitions regarding posets.
Definition 1.7.3.A chain in a posetS is an ordered list(s1, ..,st) ⊆ S such that
∀ 1≤ j ≤ k≤ t,sj ≤ sk.
Definition 1.7.4.An antichain in a posetS is a set{s1, ..,st} ⊆ Ssuch that∀ 1≤
j,k≤ t,sj 6≤ sk andsk 6≤ sj .
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Finally, we can present a theorem relating the sizes of chains and antichains in
any poset.
Theorem 1.7.5(Dilworth’s Theorem [7]). In a posetS, the maximum size of an
antichain equals the minimum number of chains in any partition ofS into chains.
We conclude this section with the topic of total unimodularity.
Definition 1.7.6.A matrix A is calledtotally unimodular if every square subma-
trix of A has determinant 0 or±1.
Total unimodularity is an important concept in linear programming for several
reasons. First, the linear programming formulation of many simple problems has a
totally unimodular constraint matrix. Second, we know how to solve such problems
efficiently, as displayed by the following theorem.
Theorem 1.7.7(Hoffman and Kruskal’s Theorem [12]). Let A be an integral con-
straint matrix of the linear program (P). ThenA is totally unimodular if and only if
for each integralb, (P) has integral optimal solutions.
Remark 1.7.8.If we can model a problem arising from (P) with integral constraint
matrix A as a maximum weightst-flow problem with integral capacitiesb, then
Theorems 1.3.7 and 1.7.7 imply thatA is totally unimodular.
Definition 1.7.9.Given a graphG = (V,E), thevertex-edge incidence matrixof
G is a |V|× |E| matrix with a one in the(i, j) position if vertexvi is incident with
edgeej , and zero otherwise.
Fact 1.7.10([12]). A graphG = (V,E) is bipartite if and only if the vertex-edge
incidence matrix ofG is totally unimodular
1.7.1 Total unimodularity results
A final result included in this thesis relates to showing that a certain class of linear
programs have totally unimodular constraint matrices. Of particular significance is
that the integer program we formulated to solve Zip’s assignment problem belongs
to this class. This implies the following corollary.
Corollary 1.7.11.The linear program relaxation for the integer programming for-
mulation used in Zip’s assignment algorithm is exact, and thus has integral optimal
solutions.
This implies that we can solve the integer program used in Zip’s assignment
algorithm.
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1.8. SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND RESULTS
Problem Approximation factor of algorithm
Budgeted online matching 12wmaxwmin
-factor
Budgeted Adwords auction (1− S+1S+e)-factor*
Matching augmentation PTAS
→֒ 1-sided bip. uniform case polytime solvable
Matroid augmentation PTAS
Matroid knapsack FPTAS
Matroid intersection knapsack PTAS
Table 1.1: Summary of theoretical results, where * denotes an asymptotic result as
bids, costs get small compared to budgets
1.8 Summary of contributions and results
In this thesis, we have two areas of contribution. On the applied side, we give an
exact linear programming formulation of Zip’s assignment problem, showing that
the assignment problem can be solved efficiently. We also show that an instace of
matching augmentation can be used to model Zip’s purchasing problem. Since this
problem is NP-hard, we show that a polynomial time solvable special case stillha
the ability to model Zip’s purchasing problem, if we assume that all DVDs have
equal cost.
We summarize the theoretical algorithmic results contained in this thesis in
Table 1.1.
1.9 Thesis outline
This thesis begins in Chapter 2 by providing in detail algorithms for budgeted ma-
troid intersection and the Adwords auction, both of which will be modified later in
the thesis to solve related problems.
In Chapter 3, we discuss all of the applied aspects of this thesis, and in doing
so, attempt to motivate all of the subsequent theoretical work. Results of actual
algorithm implementation are discussed. In Chapter 4 we consider the online na-
ture of Zip’s operations, pose two problems that have reasonable modelingpower,
and provide online algorithms for each. In Chapter 5, the problem of solving the
integer program modeling Zip’s assignment process is resolved by givinga total
unimodularity result of a class of linear programs.
Chapter 6 contains the bulk of our theoretical results. Inspired by Zip’s pur-
chasing problem, the matching augmentation problem is discussed, along with a
tractable special case particularly relevant to Zip. We then transfer the idea behind
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the augmentation problem to the setting of matroids, where we define and give




We will present two algorithms in this chapter that we will modify in the thesis to
solve related problems.
2.1 Algorithm for budgeted matroid intersection
The following PTAS for budgeted matroid intersection is presented in [1].
Let the two matroids in the problem beM1 = (S,I1) andM2 = (S,I2). The
budgeted matroid intersection problem can be expressed as the following integer
program:
max wTx (IPBMI)
s.t. x(T)≤ r1(T) ∀T ⊆ S
x(T)≤ r2(T) ∀T ⊆ S
cTx≤C
x∈ ZS+
First, we form the Lagrangian relaxation LR(λ ) of (IPBMI) by lifting the budget
constraint into the objective function:
max wTx+λ (C−cTx) (LR(λ ))
s.t. x(T)≤ r1(T) ∀T ⊆ S




Denote byλ ∗ the value ofλ that minimizes the optimal value of the result-
ing linear program. We would like to findλ ∗ for LR(λ ). This can be done in
polynomial time using Megiddo’s parametric search technique whenever LR(λ )
can be solved in polynomial time [22], which is the case here. The idea behind
Megiddo’s parametric search technique is that we simultaneously simulate the al-
gorithm that solves LR(λ ∗) and computeλ ∗. During the technique, the Lagrangian
weight wλ (e) = we− λce of eache∈ S will be represented by a function of the
form a+λb. Whenever the algorithm needs to compare two such weights, it com-
putes the value ofλ that makes the two equal, and then determines if this value is
greater than or less thanλ ∗; We can determine which is larger by solving one ad-
ditional Lagrangian relaxation for a fixed value ofλ . By the end of the procedure,
the output will be used to determineλ ∗. The reader should see [16] for a detailed
discussion of the technique.
Once we have foundλ ∗, we compute two solutionsX1,X2 ∈ I1∩I2 such
that c(X1) ≤C≤ c(X2). This is done by solving LR(λ ∗+ ε) and LR(λ ∗− ε) for
sufficiently smallε > 0. Intuitively, this works because by increasingλ ∗ slightly,
we increase the contribution of the lifted budget term, giving the optimal solution
incentive to be of smaller cost.
Note that fori ∈ {1,2}, we have that
wλ (Xi)+λC≥ wλ (X∗)+λC≥ wλ (X∗)+λc(X∗) = OPT, (2.1.1)
whereX∗ is an optimal solution to the budgeted matching instance.
Notice that neitherX1 nor X2 will contain an element of negative Lagrangian
weight. Thus, for anye∈ X1∪X2, wλ (e) = we−λce≥ 0. Thus,
wmax≥ we≥ λce. (2.1.2)
If X1 andX2 have different cardinalities, we extend the two matroids by adding
||X1| − |X2|| dummy elements to the ground set of weight and cost zero, and add
them to the smaller ofX1 andX2. We then truncate the two matroids to all indepen-
dent sets of sizeq = |X1| = |X2|. Thus,X1 andX2 are maximum weight common
bases of each of the two truncated matroids.
Before proceeding, we require some definitions and a lemma.
Definition 2.1.1.Thecommon basis polytopeP of the matroid intersection prob-
lem is the polyhedron defined by all of the constraints of LR(λ ∗). The optimal
faceof P is the convex hull of all optimal solutions to LR(λ ∗).
Definition 2.1.2.Given a matroidM = (S,I ), X ∈I , andY ⊆ S, theexchange-
ability graph of M with respect toX andY is the bipartite graphexM (X,Y) :=
(X \Y∪Y \X,H), whereH = {(x,y) : x∈ X \Y,y∈Y \X,X \{x}∪{y} ∈I }.
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Lemma 2.1.3(Exchangeability Lemma). Given X ∈ I andY ⊆ S, if exM (X,Y)
has a unique perfect matching, thenY ∈I .
Lemma 2.1.4(Gasoline Lemma). Given a sequence ofk real valuesa0, ...,ak−1
of total value∑k−1j=0 a j = 0, there is an indexi ∈ {0,1, ...,k−1} such that for any
0≤ h≤ k−1, ∑i+hj=i a j(modk) ≥ 0.
The remainder of the algorithm proceeds in two steps. First, we will find two
adjacent solutions in the common basis polytope ofM1 andM2 also of optimal
cost under the Lagrangian weights. These two solutions will contain only elements
in X1∪X2 and will maintain the fact that one is under budget and one exceeds
the budget. We then compute the desired approximation from the two adjacent
common bases using the Gasoline Lemma.
Lemma 2.1.5([1]). Assume we have two matroidsM1 = (S,I1),M2 = (S,I2)
and two common basesX1,X2 ∈ I1∩I2. ThenX1 andX2 are adjacent extreme
points in the common bases polytope if and only if the following conditions hold:
1. The exchangeability graphexM1(X1,X2) has a unique perfect matchingM1.
2. The exchangeability graphexM2(X1,X2) has a unique perfect matchingM2.
3. The unionM1∪M2 forms a cycle.
Corollary 2.1.6 ([1]). Let M1 = (S,I1),M2 = (S,I2) be two matroids. More-
over, letZ∈I1∩I2 andZ⊆ X1∩X2. ThenX1 andX2 are adjacent extreme points
in the common basis polytope ofM1 andM2 if and only if X1 \Z andX2 \Z are
adjacent extreme points in the common basis polytope ofM1/Z andM2/Z.
Since the new common bases that we find will always be a subset ofX1∪X2,
we delete all elementsS′ = S\ (X1∪X2). We now present the lemma that shows
we can always make progress towards adjacent common bases.
Lemma 2.1.7([1]). There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, ifX1 andX2 are
not adjacent extreme points, finds a third maximum-weight common basisA w th
respect towλ ∗ , such thatX1 6= A 6= X2 andX1∩X2⊂ A⊂ X1∪X2.
We will reproduce here the proof of this lemma given in [1] as it makes explicit
the polynomial-time algorithm used.
Proof. Let Z = X1∩X2. Without loss of generality, letX1 \X2 = {s1, ..,sr} and
X2 \X1 = {t1, .., tr}. For 1≤ i, j ≤ r, defineM
i j






Consider the following polynomial-time algorithm. For every 1≤ i, j ≤ r, com-




2 . If there
existsAi j satisfying|Ai j |= r andwλ (Ai j ) = wλ (X1/Z), thenA = Ai j ∪Z is the de-






If there does not exist such anAi j , then no common basisA of M1 andM2
with the desired properties exists. Assume by contradiction that there is suchanA.





wλ (Ai j ) ≥ wλ (A\Z), sinceAi j is such a maximum Lagrangian weight common
basis. Also,|Ai j |= |A\Z|= r, and thusAi j ∪Z is a common basis ofM1 andM2,
implying thatwλ (Ai j ∪Z)≤ wλ (A). Hencewλ (Ai j )≤ wλ (A\Z). Thuswλ (Ai j ) =
wλ (A\Z) = wλ (X \Z), a contradiction.
At all times, X1 \X2 and X2 \X1 are maximum Lagrangian weight common
bases ofM1/(X1∩X2) andM2/(X1∩X2). Once the process terminates, there is
no other maximum-weight common basisA′ of these two, since otherwiseA′ ∪
(X1∩X2) would have been found by the algorithm in Lemma 2.1.7. SinceX1 \X2
andX2 \X1 are the only two maximum-weight common bases, the optimal face
of the common basis polytope of the contracted matroids is the convex hull of
these two points. Thus, they are adjacent on the optimal face of the common basis
polytope ofM1/(X1∩X2) andM2/(X1∩X2). Thus, by Corollary 2.1.6,X1 andX2
are adjacent in the common basis polytope ofM1 andM2.
If c(X1) = C or c(X2) = C, we are done by Theorem 1.5.12. Assumec(X1) <
C < c(X2). Without loss of generality, assume thatX1 \X2 = {s1, ...,sr} andX2 \
X1 = {t1, ..., tr}.
We may now proceed to find our approximation.
Lemma 2.1.8([1]). Given X1,X2 as above, there is a polynomial time algorithm
which computesX′ such thatX′ ∈I1∩I2, c(X′)≤C, andw(X′)≥ opt−2wmax.
Proof. SinceX1 andX2 are adjacent in the common basis polytope, by Lemma
2.1.5 we have unique perfect matchingsM1 = {s1t1, ...,sr , tr} in exM1(X1,X2) and
M2 = {t1s2, t2,s3, ..., tr ,s1} in exM2(X1,X2), and corresponding cycle
(s1, t1,s2, t2, ...,sr , tr) in the union of the two matchings. For 1≤ j ≤ r, assign edge
sjt j a weightδ j := wλ (t j)−wλ (sj) and all other edges weight 0. SinceX1 and
X2 have the same Lagrangian weight,∑rj=1 δ j = 0. By the Gasoline Lemma, there
exists an edge of the cycle such that all partial sums of the weights around the
cycle starting at this edge are non-negative. Without loss of generality, assumes1t1
is such an edge.
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Find the largestk≤ r such thatc(X1)+∑kj=1(c(t j)−c(sj))≤C. Sincec(Y2) >
C, we havek < r, and by construction,c(X1)+∑kj=1(c(t j)−c(sj)) >C−c(tk+1)+
c(sk+1).
We now show that the solutionX′ = X1\{s1, ...,sk+1}∪{t1, ..., tk}, satisfies the
claim.
Because of how we chosek,
C−cmax≤C−ctk+1 < c(X
′)≤C (2.1.3)
By the Gasoline Lemma, we have
wλ (X
′)≥ wλ (X1)−wλ (sk+1)≥ wλ (X1)−wmax. (2.1.4)
Next, we prove thatX′ ∈ I1∩I2. ConsiderX′ ∪{sk+1}. Its symmetric dif-
ference withX1 is {s1, ..,sk, t1, .., tk}. Recallsiti is an edge ofM1 for i ≤ k. Notice
that
• si ∈ X1\ (X′∪{sk+1})
• ti ∈ X′∪{sk+1}\X1
• X1\si ∪ ti ∈I1
Thus, siti is also an edge ofexM1(X1,X
′ ∪ {sk+1}), so this graph has a perfect
matching. This perfect matching must be unique, since otherwiseM1 would not
be unique inexM1(X,Y). Thus, by the Exchangeability Lemma,X
′∪{sk+1} ∈I1.
Similarly, X′∪{s1} ∈I2, soX′ ∈I1∩I2.
We now must bound the weight ofX′:




≥ wλ ∗(X1)+λ ∗C−wmax−λ ∗ctk+1 (by (2.1.3) and (2.1.4))
≥ wλ ∗(X1)+λ ∗C−2wmax (by (2.1.2))
≥OPT−2wmax,
where the final inequality follows from 2.1.1.
Theorem 2.1.9([1]). The budgeted matroid intersection problem admits a PTAS.
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Proof. Let ε ∈ (0,1). If the optimum solutionX∗contains fewer thanp := ⌈2/ε⌉
elements, we can guessX∗ by brute force in timeO(mp) = O(mO(1/ε)), giving a
PTAS. Otherwise, we guess thep elementsX∗H of largest weight inX
∗ by iterating
over all possible choices. We contract the matroid by these elements and delete
from the matroids all elements of weight larger than any of the contracted elements.





sincew′max is at most the weight of the least-weight element contracted, which is
at most the average weight of all contracted elements. Additionally,X∗L := X
∗ \X∗H
is an optimum solution for the intersection of the new matroids. We compute an
independent setX′ in the intersection using the algorithm in Lemma 2.1.8 of weight
w(X′)≥ w(X∗L )−2w
′












≥ w(X∗)− εw(X∗H) (by (2.1.5))
≥ (1− ε)w(X∗).
2.2 Algorithm for Adwords auction
Recall that in the Adwords auction, a set ofn buyers are bidding on a set ofm
advertising slots (products). For each productj, each buyeri supplies a bidbi j . We
cannot collect more thanBi profit from each buyeri.
The following(1−1/e)-competitive algorithm is presented in [4].
The linear programming formulation for the Adwords auction problem is as
follows:
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Algorithm 1 Primal-dual algorithm for Adwords
1: Initially xi := 0 ∀i
2: Upon arrival of productj, allocate to buyeri that maximizesbi j (1−xi)
3: if xi < 1 then
4: Setyi j ← 1
5: Setzj ← bi j (1−xi)























bi j yi j ≤ Bi ∀1≤ i ≤ n
y≥ 0










s.t. bi j xi +zj ≥ bi j ∀1≤ i ≤ n,1≤ j ≤m
x,z≥ 0.
Intuitively, we can think ofxi as a function of the fraction of buyeri’s budget
that has been used to obtain products, andzj as the price of productj.
We consider a primal-dual algorithm that, rather than simply award each item
to the highest bidder, simultaneously attempts to give products to a buyer with a
high bid and plenty of budget remaining. The purpose of thexi variables in the
algorithm will be to ensure that those with large budgets remaining are favoured.
Specifically, eachxi variable is exponential in the fraction of the budgetBi used.






mum ratio of any buyer’s bid to its budget.
Theorem 2.2.1([4]). Algorithm 1 is (1−1/c)(1−Rmax)-competitive, wherec =
(1+Rmax)
1
Rmax. As Rmax→ 0, the competitive ratio tends to(1−1/e).
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Proof. We must prove that the algorithm produces a feasible dual solution and al-
most feasible primal solution, and that in each iteration,∆D≤ (1+ 1c−1)∆P, where
∆P and∆D are the changes in value of the primal and dual solutions, respectively,
over the iteration.
Dual feasibility: Consider the dual constraint corresponding to buyeri and prod-
uct j. If xi ≥ 1, then the constraint is satisfied. Otherwise, the algorithm setszj to
bi′ j(1−x′i) , wherei
′ is the buyeri maximizingbi j (1−xi). This guarantees that our
constraint is satisfied at this point in the algorithm. In future iterations,xi may only
increase, so feasibility will be maintained.
Comparison of primal and dual values: In iterations wherexi ≥ 1 for i maximiz-
ing bi j (1− xi), there is no change in the primal or dual objective. Whenever the
algorithm updates the primal and dual solutions, the change in the primal objective
is bi j . The change in the dual objective is:
Bi∆xi +zj = bi j xi +
bi j
c−1






Primal (near) feasibility: We never update the primal solution for buyers satis-
fying xi ≥ 1. We prove that for any buyeri, that if ∑ j bi j yi j ≥ Bi , thenxi ≥ 1. This







∑ j bi j yi j
Bi −1
)
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on the iterations of the algorithm. Initially,
it is true trivially. We are only concerned with iterations where buyeri obtains a
product, sayk. In such an iteration:
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∑ j bi j yi j
Bi −1
]
Inequality 2.2.1 follows from the induction hypothesis and inequality 2.2.2
follows since for any 0≤ x ≤ y ≤ 1, ln(1+x)x ≥
ln(1+y)
y . Consider choosingc =
(1+Rmax)
1













≤ 1+ bikBi as desired.
So as soon as a buyer’s budget is exhausted, we stop allocating products to the
buyer. Thus, at most one iteration exists wherei r ceivesj but is charged less than
bi j . Therefore, for eachi, ∑ j bi j yi j ≤ Bi +maxj{bi j}, and thus the profit extracted












bi j yi j
]
(1−Rmax).
Thus, we lose at most a(1−Rmax) factor of the profit.
The competitive ratio of the algorithm follows by Corollary 1.5.4.
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Chapter 3
Zip’s Assignment and Purchasing
Problems
In this chapter, we discuss suggestions for the solutions to Zip’s assignment and
purchasing problems. The two main shortcomings of Zip’s current DVD assign-
ment process are the inability of the overall performance metric to capture allof
the relevant statistics of the daily assignment and the inefficiency and opaqueness
of the assignment algorithm. We will discuss both of these and offer suggestions
as to how they could be remedied.
Once we have resolved these problems, we will encounter a new problem:
the testing of our new algorithm and metric. Since it is impossible to judge the
quality of a daily metric by considering individual thirty-minute runs, we need a
methodology for ensuring, or at least gaining a reasonable amount of confidence,
that our algorithm will perform well over an entire day. To gain this assurance,
we construct a mailroom simulation environment in which we test our algorithm.
The simulation methodology and results are discussed. Finally, we compare results
of real-time runs of the new algorithm with control over Zip’s operations with the
average results of Zip’s old algorithm.
We formulate a problem that models Zip’s purchasing problem and notice that
it is an instance of matching augmentation. We further provide a special casethat is
polynomial-time solvable and discuss the development of a purchasing algorithm
based around this methodology.
3.1 Metric improvement
We first attempt to improve Zip’s daily metric. First, consider the evaluation of the
quality of the DVDs sent to users. Currently, Zip uses a combination of the number
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of assignments of rank one and the number of assignments of rank ten or better.
Assume that in the metric, these two are given weightsw1 andw2, respectively.
This means that a rank one disc contributesw1+w2 to the metric, ranks two through
ten contributew2, and ranks eleven and worse contribute nothing. This valuation
seems extremely arbitrary. Is a rank ten disc that much better than a rank eleven
disc? Are rank two and rank nine equally desirable? Or 11 and 500? It seems that
such a discrete valuation is undesirable. It is not difficult to replace this current
metric by a continuous one. Intuitively, the metric should be decreasing and exhibit
diminishing changes (i.e. there is more of a difference between rank five and six
than between fifteen and sixteen). We propose that a disc of rankr should have
contribution proportional to1rc , wherec ≥ 1 is a parameter than Zip can set as
desired. Asc increases, we put more importance on highly desirable titles and
almost no importance on those towards the bottom of the rankings. To keep the
contribution of a rank one assignment the same as in the previous metric, we can
include this rank metric in the overall metric with weightw1 +w2.
The second change to the metric will be the inclusion of service indices. Cur-
rently, Zip does not include these indices in their metric, but does use this infor-
mation to divide the users with open slots into groups. This grouping is extremely
similar to what Zip originally did with the DVD ranks; an arbitrary division is made
and users receive one of a few discrete levels of service. In particula, an assign-
ment is calculated for those in the top division, ignoring everyone else. Using the
remaining available inventory, an assignment is calculated for the second division,
and so on. This procedure is poor not only because of the discrete levels of s rvice,
but also because it involves creating multiple assignments in isolation. This can
lead to suboptimal results.
The change to the metric will be similar to the change in the rank metric; we
will enforce a more continuous range of service quality. We propose thatfor each
possible assignment of discj to useri, we calculate the contribution to the metric
as before (using the new rank metric). This value should then be multiplied by
s1/di , wheresi ∈ [0,1] is the service metric and≥ 0 is a parameter that Zip can
set as desired. A higher value ofsi denotes that useri should receive better service.
As d increases, the range of users that receive good service increasesand severely
neglected users are not treated much differently than mildly neglected users.
Now that we have a more complete metric, we will consider an algorithm for




Note that for the time being, we will consider the individual assignment runs as
offline problems. Two algorithmic ideas for modeling Zip’s assignment problem
as being online are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. It would be interesting to
consider each thirty-minute period as a single node arriving online and the se of
assignments we can pick as the incident edges. This may lead to an improved daily
result if implemented carefully and is an interesting future direction.
The assignment problem facing Zip is essentially an instance ofB-matching
on a bipartite graph with some additional constraints. Consider the following co-
struction:
1. For each useri with an open slot, create a vertexui with capacity equal to
the number of open slots owned byi.
2. For each titlej and each DCk in which there are copies ofj available, create
a vertexv jk with capacity equal to the number of copies ofj available atk.
3. For eachui , v jk, create an edgei jk of weight equal to the contribution of the
assignment of titlej to useri shipped from DCk to the metric.
If this were the entire instance, we could solve this easily by linear programming.
However, the problem has several other constraints that must be encoded. These
include:
1. A useri may receive at mostlisti j copies of title j, wherelisti j = 1 if j is
ranked byi, andlisti j = 0 otherwise.
2. A DC k can handle at mostcapk assignments (since we may wish to limit
the size of the assignment we give to any one mailroom, to enforce that only
the best quality assignments are filled).
3. The total number of assignments is at mostt tCap(since we may wish to
limit the total assignment size, for reasons similar to those for the limits on
individual DCs).
This problem can be formulated as the following integer program, where we denote
by I , J, andK the set of users, titles, and DCs, indexed byi, j, andk, respectively.
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max ∑
i jk
wi jkxi jk (IPZip)
∑
jk
xi jk ≤ slotsi ∀i ∈ I (1)
∑
i
xi jk ≤ avail jk ∀ j ∈ J,k∈ K (2)
∑
k
xi jk ≤ listi j ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J (3)
∑
i j
xi jk ≤ capk ∀k∈ K (4)
∑
i jk
xi jk ≤ totCap (5)
xi jk ∈ {0,1} ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J,k∈ K
In Theorem 5.1.2, we will see that the canonical linear programming relaxation
of (IPZip) is integral. Thus, we can solve the integer program efficiently by simply
solving the linear programming relaxation to optimality.
We can also arrive at this result more directly. Recall by Remark 1.7.8 that if
we can express (IPZip) as a maximum weightst-flow problem with capacities com-
ing from the right-hand side of (IPZip), the constraint matrix of (IPZip) is totally
unimodular. This gives the desired result from the previous paragraph.Alterna-
tively, it implies that we can solve the underlying problem by solving the resulting
maximum weightst-flow problem, which can also be done efficiently.
Consider the following construction of a maximum weightst-flow instance
illustrated in Figure 3.1:
Add
• source nodes
• nodes′ corresponding to constraint (5) and an arc(s,s′) with weight 0 and
capacitytotCap.
• nodek and an arc(s′,k) with weight 0 and capacitycapk for each constraint
k of (4).
• node jk and an arc(k, jk) with weight 0 and capacityavail jk for each con-




• nodei and an arc(i, t) with weight 0 and capacityslotsi for each constrainti
of (1).
• nodei j and an arc(i j , i) with weight 0 and capacitylisti j for each constraint
i j of (3).
Finally, add an arc( jk, i j ) with weightwi jk and infinite capacity, for alli ∈ I , j ∈ J,
k∈ K.
Solving this maximum weightst-flow problem is equivalent to solving (IPZip),
where the flow across arc( jk, i j ) in the flow instance corresponds to the value of
variablexi jk in the linear program. The correspondence of solutions in the two
instances is easy to see. If we wish to increase the flow along an arc( jk, i j ), we
must also increase the flow along arcs(s,s′), (s′,k), (k, jk), (i j , i), and (i, t) in
order to maintain flow conservation. This corresponds to increasing the size of
the total assignment, the size of the assignment from DCk, and so on. In fact, the
excess capacity of any arc in the flow instance (except for those of the form( jk, i j ))






































































































(5) (4) (2) (3) (1)
Figure 3.1: Construction of a maximum weightst-flow instance to solve (IPZip)
(arce labelled withwe,ce)
Now that we have an algorithm that will efficiently produce solutions that will
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optimize any metric of Zip’s choosing in every thirty-minute period, we now have
to test the ability of the algorithm to produce good daily results.
3.3 Algorithm testing
We have shown that we are capable of solving Zip’s assignment problem ev ry
thirty minutes efficiently. However, as mentioned earlier, we have no guarantee
that we will be producing desirable results for the entire day. It is entirely possible
that the assignments we are selecting early in the day are not part of the optimal
solution; in fact, choosing optimal partial assignments early in the day could be
greatly damaging the daily assignment by making the daily optimal solution unob-
tainable. We illustrate this possibility in Figure 3.2. This may be unavoidable, but
it is desirable to test if the assignments we produce are at least close to optimal;a
the very least, we would like to test if we are making an improvement over Zip’s
previous results. It is easy to do this for each assignment run throughout the day; in
fact, it is unnecessary, since we are solving for the optimal solution. However, it is
not possible to compare daily results. To do this, the new algorithm would needto
have control over the mailrooms of the DCs. However, this would mean givingthe
new algorithm control over operations before it has been tested, the exact scenario



























































Figure 3.2: By selecting the assignments marked with broken lines before the bot-
tom four vertices arrive, we miss out on the assignment marked with thick lines
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To solve this testing problem, we constructed a simulation environment for
Zip’s mailroom. We were provided by Zip with the status of the database given
to the assignment algorithm every thirty minutes and the value of their metrics for
the day. By comparing status changes between adjacent runs, we were abl to
obtain, for each thirty minute period, a reasonable approximation of the DVDsthat
were returned into inventory and the slots that became open. In order to make fair
comparisons with Zip’s performance, we made the following assumptions:
1. The work capacity for a DC for a time period is taken to be the actual work
done by Zip’s mailroom during the time period that day. Note that this means
we cannot hope to fill more slots than Zip, and are thus simply testing the
quality of the assignment.
2. The mailroom processes assignments uniformly at random over all the pos-
sible assignments given to it.
3. The run time of the algorithm is five minutes (Our LP algorithm runs in
significantly less time, but for comparison of assignment quality, the amount
of scrubbing necessary should be kept constant. Recall from the introducti n
that scrubbing is the process of removing assignments that are no longer
possible to fill due to slots or inventories being utilized during the physical
runtime of the algorithm.)
4. We used the original metric so that we could compare our performance di-
rectly with the results obtained by Zip (it would make no sense to compare
results if we attempted to maximize two different quantities)
Additionally, in each period, we compute an assignment of size at most three times
the mailroom capacity. This is a reasonable compromise between giving a larges-
signment, resulting possibly in suboptimal DVDs being chosen for shipment, and
giving a small assignment, resulting in decreased mailroom efficiency. For each
assignment we produce, we will group the assignment according to the location of
the DVDs being assigned. For the assignments in each DCk, we will randomly
select a subset of the assignments to be processed. We further divide ths chosen
subset intoRk andSk, whereSk represents the assignments that will be processed
during the physical runtime of the next iteration of the algorithm. Thus, the assign-
ments inSk may be subject to scrubbing. In the simulator, each assignment run
proceeds as follows according to Algorithm 2.
In addition to our and Zip’s results, we computed the optimal assignment for
the day. This is done by simply assuming the mailroom has infinite capacity and
waiting until the last time period of the day to produce any assignments.
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Algorithm 2 Simulator
1: Initially, setRk,Sk = /0 ∀ DCsk, A = /0
2: while not end of daydo
3: Update database with discs and slots that have become available in the last
thirty minutes
4: Calculate assignmentA = {Ak} using our LP algorithm
5: ScrubA to remove conflicts withSk ∀k; removeSk from the database.





6 . Add Rk,Sk to A .
7: RemoveRk from the database∀k
8: end while
9: ReturnA
Metric Zip LP-Alg No-Scrub Optimal
Slots Filled 8,779 8,540 8,505 9,082
Top 10 6,358 5,608 5,446 5,622
Top 1 1,241 1,803 1,761 1,665
Home DC 4,786 6,431 6,466 5,889
Metric 5,569 5,567 5,526 5,877
Metric (no SF) 2,936 3,005 2,975 3,153
Table 3.1: Simulator results
The simulator was used to test an additional linear programming based algo-
rithm. The goal of this alternate algorithm, NoScrub, is to eliminate scrubbing,
preserving all computed assignments. The individual assignments are computed
in an identical manner to the LP-based assignment algorithm, except that when we
calculate the next assignment thirty minutes later, we assume thatveryDVD in the
assignment was shipped. The result is that the corresponding slots and DVDs are
not present in the next assignment run, so no scrubbing will be necessary; the next
assignment is made only using slots and DVDs that were not involved in the previ-
ous assignment. Once this new assignment is computed, the piece of the previous
assignment that was not shipped is returned to the database.
The results of the testing are summarized in Table 3.1.
Since we have constructed the simulator in such a way that we can never fill
more slots than Zip, it is difficult to derive a fair comparison in the value of the
slots filled metric. For this reason, we have also included the value of the metric
without the slots filled measure. This alternate metric measures, in some respect,




Metric LP-Alg Day 1 LP-Alg Day 2 of Previous Week
% Top 10 69.3% 73.9% 77.4%
% Top 1 19.6% 20.6% 15.7%
% Home DC 62.2% 62.9% 60.1%
% Users with an open 2.9% 1.8% 5.3 %
slot at end of day
Table 3.2: Real-time implementation results
both that the quality of the assignments produced by the two linear programming-
based algorithms is better than Zip’s results and that our results are not terribly
worse than the optimal assignment for the day. Both of these observations are very
promising for the performance of our algorithm.
These results, along with on-site stability testing, prompted Zip to switch over
to the LP-based algorithm. The quality of the assignments produced in the firsttwo
days of activity is summarized in Table 3.2, along with the average results for the
previous week seen by Zip before the algorithm switch for comparison.
The new linear programming-based algorithm has made drastic improvements
in the percentage of users with an open slot at the end of the day, reducing this
percentage by more than half on average over the two days. Having unfilled slots
is a main driver of users leaving Zip, so such a dramatic reduction in this number
is valuable. The percentage of slots filled with top ranked discs also increased
considerably, rising more than four percent on average over the two days. We
also decreased cross-shipping slightly, which will be likely to provide improved
results in the future as discs are returned sooner. The one decrease came in the
percentage of slots filled by discs ranked in the top ten, but this was to be expect d;
we removed from the daily metric what used to be a sharp threshold at rank-en
discs in favour of a smoother metric.
3.4 DVD Purchasing
The second problem we attempt to resolve is that of purchasing new DVDs.Pur-
chasing must be done regularly in order to accumulate new releases as soon as they
are available; the popularity of these titles will be at their peak around this time, so
it is extremely important to have inventory of them available. DVDs that are lost,
broken, stolen, etc. may have to be replaced if they are still popular. Finally, the
popularity of DVDs may increase for other reasons at any time, and Zip may need
to bolster their supply.
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The most logical way to decide which DVDs to buy seems to be to do so in
a way that maximizes the increase in the performance metric of the assignment
algorithm. For now, we will assume that the only goal of the purchasing algorithm
is, in fact, to increase the quality of the current assignment algorithm run byas
much as possible (later in the chapter, we will discuss more long-term goals).Thi
goal is conceptually easy to model. Recall the integer programming formulation of
the assignment problem in use by the assignment algorithm.
max ∑
i jk
wi jkxi jk (IPZip)
∑
jk
xi jk ≤ slotsi ∀i ∈ I
∑
i
xi jk ≤ avail jk ∀ j ∈ J,k∈ K
∑
k
xi jk ≤ listi j ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J
∑
i j
xi jk ≤ capk ∀k∈ K
∑
i jk
xi jk ≤ totCap
xi jk ∈ {0,1} ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J,k∈ K
The effect of purchasing a DVDj (and placing it in DCk) on this integer
program is simply an increase of 1 of the valueavail jk. Thus, we can introduce
a variabley jk for each DVD j and DCk and add these to the integer program.
However, Zip cannot purchase as many DVDs as they wish; they have a purchasing
budget. If we call this purchasing budgetC, and let the price of DVDj (at any DC
k) bec jk, we can add the constraint
∑
jk
c jky jk ≤C
to the integer program. Since the goal of the purchasing tool is to determine whch
DVDs would increase the metric most significantly, we will relax the temporal
aspect of the process slightly and instead consider simply quality of assignments.
Specifically, we will remove the capacity constraints, both on the DCs and overall,
under the assumption that we are trying to make as many assignments with high
metric value as possible. We will not be concerned if this process requiresmore
than a single thirty-minute period, as it will still be increasing the total number
of quality assignments. Finally, we stop differentiating between the DCs. Since
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we have the ability to place the newly purchased DVDs in any DC we wish, and
most of the improvement in the assignment quality will be as a result of these new
purchases, not distinguishing between DCs should not detract from theaccuracy of
the purchasing tool significantly. What remains is the following integer program:
max ∑
i j
wi j xi j (IPPurchasing)
∑
j
xi j ≤ slotsi ∀i ∈ I (1)
∑
i
xi j ≤ avail j +y j ∀ j ∈ J (2)
xi j ≤ listi j ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J (3)
∑
j
c jy j ≤C (4)
xi j ∈ {0,1},y j ∈ Z+ ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J
Remark 3.4.1.The integer program (IPPurchasing) specifies an instance of the match-
ing augmentation problem on a bipartite graph, where the constraints of (3) specify
the edges of the graph (i j ∈ E if listi j = 1).
In Section 6.1.2, we give a PTAS for the matching augmentation problem that
can be used to approximately solve this purchasing problem. If, instead of having a
costc j for each DVD, we say that all DVDs have the same price, then (IPPurchasing)
defines an instance of one-sided bipartite matching augmentation with uniform
costs, a special case of matching augmentation that we prove in Section 6.1.4 has a
totally unimodular constraint matrix, and is thus solvable in polynomial time. Al-
though the assumption that all DVDs have the same cost is slightly inaccurate, itis
not completely unreasonable.
In practice, it seems myopic to make purchasing decisions based on obtain-
ing the greatest possible improvement over one assignment run. One reasonable
methodology to follow would be to run the purchasing algorithm over the data for
an entire day and determine which additional DVDs would best improve the op-
timal daily solution. The purchasing algorithm could be run in this manner every
day, and a database could be maintained keeping track of which titles are often
included in the daily purchasing decision. When it is time to make an actual pur-
chase, the titles that appear in the database most often could be purchased. The
implementation of a buying tool for Zip based on the purchasing algorithm de-




The problem Zip encounters is in some ways a hybrid between a traditional match-
ing problem and an online matching problem. Zip’s problem is online in that oncea
thirty minute period has passed, any unused mailroom capacity is lost forever; thus
fewer assignments can be made in total. Also, once assignments are physically
filled by the mailroom, they cannot be revoked. However, an edge that ’arrives’
can be put in the matching several hours later, assuming both ends are still uncov-
ered. This is not the case in most online problems. Another difference is that in
Zip’s case, the vertices do not appear online one at a time, but rather in blocks.
Despite these differences, a large online component exists in Zip’s operations, so it
is worth discussing some online models.
In this section, we will discuss two different online problems. The first is sim-
ply online matching. The online matching problem is relevant to Zip since it must
also make irrevocable decisions without knowledge of the future. AlthoughZip as
the option to wait and collect more information about the future before assigning
edges to the matching, doing so comes at the expense of unused mailroom capacity.
It is therefore in their best interest to make some assignments as soon as possible,
as in the online matching problem.
The second problem is the Adwords auction. The Adwords auction models
Zip’s situation very well in some aspects. If we think of the bids as the increase
in Zip’s metric as a result of making the assignment, solving Adwords is similar
to solving Zip’s assignment problem over a period of time in the more restrictive
setting where DVDs arrive one at a time. The budget for each user can be thought
of as a mechanism to ensure that many users receive good service, as no one user
will be given assignments of value too large. Recall that in the algorithm for the
Adwords auction discussed in Section 2.2, buyers with a higher fraction ofu used
budget were more likely to receive products. Thus, as some users startto receive
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assignments, it is more likely that other users receive subsequent assignments. Ad-
ditionally, the budget can be set higher for those users with high service indices to
direct the algorithm to serve these users better.
We will consider generalizations of both of these problems, online budgeted
matching and the budgeted Adwords auction. Recall that in each, we have added
costs to the edges, and require that the solutions we produce have total cost of at
most some given bound. The addition of budgets to the problems is particularly
relevant in Zip’s problem. In the budgeted Adwords auction, for example,if we
set the cost of every edge to 1, then we can enforce mailroom capacity constraints
on our assignment. If we set the costs to correspond to a user’s serviceindex
in some way, we can guide the algorithm to provide better service for recently
neglected users. The costs and total budget can be used to enforce several different
properties, so the problems are worth considering.
4.1 Online 0-1 budgeted matching
Recall the online matching problem:
Given a bipartite graph G= (U ∪V,E) and weights w∈ RE, find a matching
M of maximum weight w(M).
We will generalize the online matching problem slightly by adding costsce ∈
{0,1} to each of the edges. We will sometimes refer to edgese with ce = 1 as red
edges, and withce = 0 as black edges. We will be able to assign at mostC red
edges.











The dual of this linear program is as follows:
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s.t. zu +zv +cuvx≥ wuv ∀uv∈ E
z,x≥ 0
Notice that at the onset of the problem, we do not know the entire primal or dual
LP. In fact, the dual has no constraints at first, as none ofE is known. We present a
primal-dual algorithm for the problem that seeks to maintain both primal and dual
feasibility at all times; as the dual constraints appear, we will adjust thez andx
variables to ensure the new constraints are satisfied. The algorithm is conceptually
extremely simple. When a vertexv arrives online, if there exist black edges incident
to v and uncovered neighbours ofv, we select one of them. Otherwise, if the are
red such neighbours (and we are under budget), we pick one of these.
The subtle aspect of the algorithm is the maintenance of the dual variables. We
have azvariable for each vertex. Allzvariables start as zero, and remain zero until
an incident edgeuv is selected. At this point,zu andzv are both set towuv. The
only wrinkle is that we keep track of the vertices ofV that are incident to chosen
red edges (done byC in Algorithm 3). Once we reach our budget, we will need to
set the dual variablex to wmax to satisfy upcoming dual constraints corresponding
to red edges. This increase inx increases the dual objective, potentially ruining our
approximation. Thus, once we reach our budget, we will set to zero all components
of z corresponding to variables inC as these constraints will be satisfied by our
choice ofx. Algorithm 3 makes formal this primal-dual approach.
First, note the following lemmas:
Lemma 4.1.1.The value ofzu or zv is non-zero only for coveredu or v, and is
bounded bywmax.
Proof. The value of any component ofz is only ever changed in steps 4,8,12,or 15
of the algorithm.
4: zu is only increased ifu is covered.
8: u is chosen such that it is uncovered andv has just arrived online, so it is
uncovered
12: Same as Step 8
15: zv is fixed at zero, so does not meet the precondition of the lemma
Finally, every time a component ofz is modified (with the exception of in Step 15),
it is set to an edge weight or a maximum of itself and an edge weight. Thus,wmax
bounds the value of any component ofz.
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Algorithm 3 Primal-dual algorithm for online 0-1 budgeted matching
1: Initially all variables set to 0,C = /0.
2: Ignore all edgeseof weightwe≤ 0
3: Upon arrival of vertexv:
4: For all coveredu adjacent tov, if cuv = 0 orx = 0, setzu←max{zu,wuv}
5: if S, the set of uncoveredu adjacent tov with cuv = 0, is non-emptythen
6: Selectu∈ Ssuch thatwuv is maximized
7: Setyuv← 1
8: Setzv,zu← wuv
9: else ifT, the set of uncoveredu adjacent tov with cuv = 1, is non-empty, and
x = 0 then
10: Selectu∈ T such thatwuv is maximized
11: Setyuv← 1
12: Setzv,zu← wuv
13: SetC ← C ∪v
14: if |C |= C then
15: Fix zv← 0 ∀v∈ C , x← wmax := maxe∈E we
16: end if
17: end if
Lemma 4.1.2.The value ofzu never decreases and the value ofzv never decreases
for v 6∈ C .
Proof. The values of bothzu andzv are zero until they are set to some non-negative
weight in step 8 or 12. Since the vertices become covered at this point, they are
never set in these steps again. Forzu, the value may be changed in step 4, but only
increased. Forzv 6∈ C , the value is never changed again.
We now prove the competitive factor for our algorithm.




for the online 0-1 budgeted matching problem.
Proof. We must show that after each iteration, both the primal and dual solutions
are feasible, and that the total value of the primal solution is within a12wmaxwmin
factor
of the value of the dual solution.
Primal feasibility: Since we only ever add edges incident to uncovered vertices,
we produce a matching. Also, since we setx = wmax after addingC red edges, we
never add more thanC red edges, so the budget is respected.
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Dual feasibility: Consider an edgeuv arriving online with vertexv. If cuv = 0,
we have two cases.
• If u is uncovered, then eitheruv or an edge of larger weight is chosen to the
matching, so we setzv≥wuv, satisfying the dual constraint corresponding to
edgeuv. By Lemma 4.1.2,zv never decreases forv /∈ C , so this constraint
remains satisfied.
• If u is covered, then we immediately setzu = max{zu,wuv}, sozu≥ wuv. By
Lemma 4.1.2,zu never decreases, so this constraint remains satisfied.
In the case wherecuv = 1, we have three cases.
• If the budget has been reached, thenx = wmax, satisfying the constraint.
• If we are under budget, andu is uncovered, then as in thecuv = 0 case,
zv ≥ wuv, satisfying the dual constraint. If the budget is reached, thenzv is
set to 0, butx is set towmax, so the constraint remains satisfied.
• If we are under budget, andu is covered, then we setzu = max{zu,wuv}, so
zu ≥ wuv. By Lemma 4.1.2,zu never decreases, so this constraint remains
satisfied.
Comparison of primal and dual values: Lemma 4.1.1 implies that considering
contributions of edges in the matching and their endpoints (and the variablex) will
capture all non-zero variables.
Let M be the matching returned by the algorithm. For everyuv∈M, we have
a contribution ofwuv≥ wmin to the primal value andzu + zv ≤ 2wmax to the dual
value. This gives us primal value of at least|M|wmin and dual value of at most
2|M|wmax. If we reach the budget during the algorithm, the dual value increases by
Cwmax due to the increase inx, butC of the z variables are permanently set to 0.
Thus at most 2|M|−C of thez variables are non-zero, so the dual value is at most
(2|M|−C)wmax+Cwmax= 2|M|wmax. Thus, our bound of 2|M|wmax is unchanged.
So for any matchingM generated by our algorithm, we have that the primal value
is at least awmin2wmax-factor of the dual value.
The competitive ratio of the algorithm follows by Corollary 1.5.4.
Remark 4.1.4.In the case where we would like to find a matching of maximum
cardinality (i.e.we = 1 ∀e∈ E), this algorithm produces a1/2-approximation.
Notice that this matches the upper bound given for deterministic algorithms for
online unbudgeted matching given in [14]. In this case, the addition of 0-1 budgets
has not decreased the value of the optimal competitive ratio.
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We now provide an instance proving that this primal-dual algorithm is optimal





















































Figure 4.1: Lower bound instance of budgeted 0-1 online matching (edgee lab lled
with we,ce)
Suppose we have any algorithmA that always selectsomeedge whenever
there is one available (of positive weight), and selecting this edge will not exceed
the budget. In other words, every time a vertex arrives online that has a non-
empty set of uncovered neighbours, the algorithm selects one of these edges to the
matching whenever it can do so and still respect the budget (it is irrelevant how the
choice of which edge is made).
When we runA on Figure 4.1, it will select edgeu1v0 whenv0 arrives. Whenv1
arrives, the only uncovered neighbour isu2, so this edge is selected. This continues
until A has selected{uivi−1 : 1≤ i ≤C}. At this point,A has selectedC red edges,
so can not select any of the upcoming edges. The total weight of the matching
computed isCwmin. The optimal matching for this instance is{uivi : 1≤ i ≤ 2C},
which has weight 2Cwmax. This ratio matches the performance guarantee of our
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primal-dual algorithm.
This example shows that to improve upon the 2wmaxwmin ratio, the algorithm must,
in some scenarios, decline to add an edge, a locally suboptimal choice. Designing
an algorithm of this nature would almost certainly require randomness, as it is
fairly easy, given a deterministic algorithm that declines edges on occasion, to give
an instance on which it performs poorly. Even given randomness, it is difficult to
decline edges without resulting in poor results for some instances. The design of
an algorithm that beats a competitive ratio of 1/2 is an interesting open problem.
Another interesting algorithmic question is the design of an algorithm that vi-
olates the budget by some small amount. It is possible that an algorithm that is
allowed some violation could produce better competitive ratios. The design of al-
gorithms for the online 0-1 budgeted matching problem that allow budget violation
is another interesting direction.
4.2 Budgeted Adwords auction
Recall the Adwords problem:
Given a bipartite graph G= (U ∪V,E), define n= |U | and m= |V|. Given
bids b∈ RE and budgets B∈ RU , find M⊆ E such that:
• for each j∈V, ∑e∈M∩δ ( j) be≤ 1
• ∑i min{Bi ,∑e∈M∩δ (i) be} is maximized
We will consider adding a budget constraint to the Adwords problem. In the
budgeted case, there will beci j for each buyeri and productj. We will require that
the sum of theci j of allocated products is at mostC.






































s.t. bi j xi +zj +ci j α ≥ bi j ∀1≤ i ≤ n,1≤ j ≤m
x,z,α ≥ 0.
Consider Algorithm 4, a primal-dual algorithm for the budgeted Adwords prob-
lem based on the primal-dual algorithm for unbudgeted Adwords presented in [4]
discussed in Section 2.2. The algorithm we present is extremely similar to the al-
gorithm in [4]; in fact thex variables are updated in an identical manner. The ideas
behind the algorithm in [4] are extended in a very natural way to include an overall
budget. The values ofc andd will be chosen later.
Define:
• Rmax= maxi∈I , j∈J
bi j
Bi
• Cmax= maxi∈I , j∈J
ci j
C





Algorithm 4 Primal-dual algorithm for budgeted Adwords
1: Initially xi := 0 ∀i
2: Upon arrival of productj, allocate to buyeri that maximizesbi j (1−xi)−ci j α
3: if bi j (1−xi)−ci j α > 0 then
4: Setyi j ← 1
5: Setzj ← bi j (1−xi)−ci j α





















Rmax andd = (1+Cmax)
1
Cmax. As Rmax,Cmax→ 0, the compet-
itive ratio tends to(1− S+1S+e) = O(
1
S).
Proof. We must show that after each iteration, the dual solution is feasible, the
primal solution is (almost) feasible an the change in value of the primal solution is
within the bound given above of the change in the value of the dual solution
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Dual feasibility: Consider the dual constraint corresponding to buyeri and prod-
uct j. If bi j (1− xi)− ci j α ≤ 0, then the constraint is satisfied. Otherwise, the
algorithm setszj to bi′ j(1− x′i)− ci′ jα , wherei′ is the buyer maximizingbi j (1−
xi)− ci j α . This guarantees that our constraint is satisfied at this point in the al-
gorithm. In future iterations,xi and α may only increase, so feasibility will be
maintained.





∑ j∈M bi j yi j
Bi −1)
when we selectc = (1+ Rmax)
1
Rmax. This implies that whenever∑ j∈M bi j yi j ≥
Bi , we have thatxi ≥ 1, and thus we do not allocate any more products to buyer
i. Therefore, the budget for each buyer is violated by at most one product. In
removing this last product assigned to each buyer, we will reduce our prfit by at
most a(1−Rmax) factor.





∑ j∈M ci j yi j
C −1)
when we selectd = (1+Cmax)
1
Cmax. This implies that whenever∑i j∈M ci j yi j ≥C,
we have thatα ≥ Smax. Thus, if we do not exceed our overall budget, there is no
reduction in our performance ratio. If we do exceed our budget, we exced it by
at most maxi j ci j , since once the budget is exceeded, we stop adding items. To cut
back on maxi j ci j budget, we may lose as much asSmaxmaxi j ci j profit. Since we
have gone over budget, we have gained at leastSminC profit, so our total profit is
reduced by a factor of at most:
SminC−Smaxmaxi j ci j
SminC
= 1−S·Cmax
Comparison of primal and dual values: In iterations wherebi j (1−xi)−ci j α ≤ 0
for i maximizing this expression, there is no change in the primal or dual objective.
Whenever the algorithm updates the primal and dual solutions, the change inthe
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primal objective isbi j . The change in the dual objective is:
Bi∆xi +zj +C∆α = xibi j +
bi j
c−1
+bi j −bi j xi−ci j α +αci j +
ci j Smax
d−1





























The competitive ratio of the algorithm follows by Corollary 1.5.4.
Remark 4.2.2.In the case whereci j ∈ {0,1} ∀i j ∈ E as in the online budgeted
matching instance we considered,S≤ bmaxbmin , and we obtain an asymptotic compet-
itive ratio of O( bminbmax) asRmax,Cmax→ 0. This is asymptotically equivalent to the
result obtained for online 0-1 budgeted matching.
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Chapter 5
Total Unimodularity of the Zip
Linear Program
In Section 3.2, we formulated an integer program that would solve the assignment
problem. Consider the linear programming relaxation of (IPZip):
max ∑
i jk
wi jkxi jk (PZip)
s.t. ∑
jk
xi jk ≤ slotsi ∀i ∈ I (1)
∑
i
xi jk ≤ avail jk ∀ j ∈ J,k∈ K (2)
∑
k
xi jk ≤ listi j ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J (3)
∑
i j
xi jk ≤ capk ∀k∈ K (4)
∑
i jk
xi jk ≤ totCap (5)
xi jk ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I , j ∈ J,k∈ K
We would like to be able to solve the integer program easily. If we knew that
(PZip) always had an integral optimal solution, we could simply solve the LP to
optimality and be left with a solution that is useful to Zip. On the other hand, if
optimal solutions to (PZip) are fractional, more work is required.
In this section, we will show that the constraint matrix of (PZip) is totally uni-
modular, and thus (PZip) will have an integral optimal solution by Theorem 1.7.7
whenever the right hand side is integral (which will always be the case).W will
reach this conclusion by proving a result on a generalization of (PZip).
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5.1 A more general linear program
Consider the first block of constraints from (PZip):
∑
jk
xi jk ≤ slotsi ∀i ∈ I
Notice that for each individual constraint in this block, we specify a certain v lue
for some of our indices (i in this case), and then sum over all values of the other
indices (j andk in this case). Each of the five blocks of constraints in (PZip) has
this general form. We will give a general expression for a block of constraints of
this form.
Let I = {i1, .., in} be a set of indices and letS⊆ {1, ..,n}, S∗ := {1, ..,n} \S.
Define iS := {ik : k ∈ Sj}, the set of indices specified byS. We would like to
consider the constraint where we specify a certain value for all of the indices iniS
and then sum over all values of indices iniS∗ . Given an index setiS, defineH(iS) as
the set of all possible tuples of values that the indices ofiS can assume. Leth(iS) be
any such set of values. In other words,H(iS) is the set of all possible realizations
of h(iS). For example, ifS= {1,5,6}, then a possible realization ofh(iS) could be
(i1 = 3, i5 = 2, i6 = 8). Given this notation, we can express the desired constraint,
where the indices in the setiS take on the valuesh(iS), as
∑
h(iS∗ )∈H(iS∗ )
xh(iS∗ ),h(iS) ≤ ch(iS),
wherech(iS) is the right hand side bound for the constraint where the indices ofiS
take on the valuesh(iS).
To express an entire block of constraints in this form, we simply have one
constraint for each set of possible valuesh(iS) of the index setiS:
∑
h(iS∗ )∈H(iS∗ )
xh(iS∗ ),h(iS) ≤ ch(iS) ∀h(iS) ∈ H(iS)
Notice that the above block of constraints is formed by specifying the setS. To
arrive at a full generalization of (PZip), we need to have several such sets. Let




xh(iS∗ ),h(iSj ) ≤ ch(iSj ) ∀h(iSj ) ∈ H(iSj ) ∀0≤ j ≤m−1
The objective function will be a simple weighted sum of all variables which, using
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Together with non-negativity constraints, we arrive at our final generaliz d linear
program P(I ,S ).
max ∑
h(I)∈H(I)
wh(I)xh(I) (P(I ,S ))
s.t. ∑
h(iS∗ )∈H(iS∗ )
xh(iS∗ ),h(iSj ) ≤ ch(iSj ) ∀h(iSj ) ∈ H(iSj ) ∀0≤ j ≤m−1
x≥ 0
Remark 5.1.1.PZip = P({i, j,k},{{1},{2,3},{1,2},{3}, /0}, for appropriate val-
ues ofc, whereS0 = {1} corresponds to the indexi and gives the set of constraints
∑
jk
xi jk ≤ slotsi ∀i ∈ I ,
S1 = {2,3} corresponds to the indicesj, k and gives the set of constraints
∑
i
xi jk ≤ avail jk ∀ j ∈ J,k∈ K,
and so on.
We will now state and prove a theorem than gives a sufficient condition fortotal
unimodularity of the constraint matrix of (P(I ,S )). First, define a partial order on
S . Let Sj ≤ Sk if Sj ⊆ Sk. ConsideringS along with this partial order as a poset,
we have the following result.
Theorem 5.1.2.If S can be partitioned into two chains then the constraint matrix
A of (P(I ,S )) is totally unimodular.
Before proving the theorem, note that since /0≤ {k} ≤ { j,k} and{i} ≤ {i, j},
the index set of constraints (5),(4), and (2) form one chain, and the index sets of
constraints (1) and (3) form a second chain. Thus, the theorem will prove that the
constraint matrix of (PZip) is totally unimodular.
Proof. Let C1 andC2 be the two chains. LetB be any square submatrix ofA.
We must show thatdet(B) ∈ {−1,0,1}. Notice that no variable appears in two
different constraints corresponding to the same setSj . Without loss of generality,
letC1 = (S0, ..,Sp), whereS0⊂ ..⊂ Sp. Thus, for any two rows ofB, r j andrk, that
share any variable in common, wherer j comes from a constraint associated with
Sj andrk from Sk, with 0≤ j < k≤ p, we have thatrk ⊂ r j .
For any two rowsr1 andr2, we can replace either withr2− r1 and only possibly
change the sign of the determinant.
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Consider the following procedure: Initializei := p. Starting with all rows
r i corresponding to constraints fromSi , replace every rowr j of C1 that satisfies
r i ⊂ r j with r j − r i . At the end of this iteration, any variable that appears in a row
corresponding to a constraint ofSi appears nowhere else in rows corresponding to
C1. Decrementi and repeat. At the end of the procedure, the rows corresponding
to C1 have at most a single one per column. Perform the same procedure onC2.
Call the resulting matrixB′. Note that|det(B′)|= |det(B)|.
The matrixB′ has at most two ones in each column. If any column has no ones,
thendet(B′) = 0, and we are done. If any column has a single one, we can expand
by minors along this entry, reducing the size of the matrix, and proceed induct vely.
If every column has exactly two ones, we have by construction that the rows ofC1
and the rows ofC2 each contain a single one per column. Thus, the sum of the rows
of C1 equals the sum of the rows ofC2, implying thatdet(B′) = 0.
Remark 5.1.3.Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1.2, we have that the rows ofA
are the union of two laminar families.
A similar proof to the one above shows that anyA whose rows are the union
of two laminar families is totally unimodular. Such a proof is given in Goeman’s
lecture notes [11].
As with (IPZip), if we could model (P(I ,S )) as a maximum weightst-flow
problem, we would have both an alternative proof that the constraint matrix is
totally unimodular by Remark 1.7.8 and another method to solve such problems
efficiently.
The flow instance constructed will be very similar to the instance we con-
structed to model (IPZip). Recall that in this construction, we had the source node
on one side, followed by nodes corresponding to constraints (5),(4), and (2) (in
this order), then nodes corresponding to constraints (3) and (1), andfinally the sink
node. Note that (5),(4),(2) is one chain, and (3),(1) is the reverse of another chain.
The general construction will follow this same format.
As in Theorem 5.1.2, assume thatS can be partitioned into two chainsC1
andC2. Assume without loss of generality thatC1 = S0 ⊆ S1 ⊆ ... ⊆ Sp andC2 =
Sm−1⊆ Sm−2⊆ ...⊆ Sp+1. Consider the following construction:
• Add a sources.
• Add a nodeh(iS0) and an arc(s,h(iS0)) with weight 0 and capacitych(iS0), for
eachh(iS0) ∈ H(iS0).
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• For 1≤ j ≤ p, add a nodeh(iSj ) and an arc(h(iSj−1),h(iSj )) with weight 0
and capacitych(iSj ), for eachh(iSj ) ∈ H(iSj ) (whereh(iSj−1) is the restriction
of h(iSj ) to the indices ofiSj−1).
• Add a sinkt.
• Add a nodeh(iSm−1) and an arc(h(iSm−1), t) with weight 0 and capacity
ch(iSm−1), for eachh(iSm−1) ∈ H(iSm−1).
• For m− 1≥ j ≥ p+ 1, add a nodeh(iSj ) and an arc(h(iSj ),h(iSj+1)) with
weight 0 and capacitych(iSj ), for eachh(iSj ) ∈ H(iSj ).
• Add an arc(h(iSp),h(iSp+1)) of weight wh(I) and infinite capacity for each
h(I) ∈H(I). Note that if there exists an indexi /∈ Sp,Sp+1, we will construct
multiple arcs for each value ofh(I), one for each possible value of indexi.
As with (IPZip), the flows along arcs of the form(h(iSp),h(iSp+1)) correspond
to values ofxh(I), and excess capacities along all other arcs correspond to slackness
of the corresponding constraints. Also as before, this instance has the prop rty that
each arc of the form(h(iSp),h(iSp+1)) lies along a unique directedst-path. Thus
increasing flow along this arc requires an increase over the entire directepath, so
there must exist excess capacity along the entire path, or equivalently, slackness in
all constraints involvingxh(I).
Note that the reverse direction of Theorem 5.1.2 does not hold. Consider
P({i, j,k},{{1,2},{2,3},{1,3}}), where each ofi, j,k takes on exactly two pos-
sible values, 1 and 2. Each constraint has exactly two variables. This setcannot be
partitioned into two chains, but if we consider the bipartition
({x111,x122,x212,x221},{x112,x121,x211,x222,})
we see that every constraint contains one variable from each set. Therefore, the
constraint matrix is the incidence matrix of a bipartite graph, and thus totally uni-
modular.
A weaker version of the reverse direction does hold:
Theorem 5.1.4.If S cannot be partitioned into two chains, and each index can
take on at least four distinct values, then the constraint matrixA of P(I ,S ) is not
totally unimodular.
Proof. By Dilworth’s Theorem (Theorem 1.7.5), there exists an antichainC of size
three. Without loss of generality, assumeC = {S0,S1,S2}. We will show thatA
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contains as a submatrix the incidence matrix of a 9-cycle. Sincedet(C9) = 2, we
will have thatA is not totally unimodular.
We will now find the nine constraints and variables that correspond to the rows
and columns of the 9-cycle. Assume without loss of generality that{0,1,2,3}
are valid values for each index. Constraint 0 will be the constraint determind by
index setS0, with all indicesi j , j ∈ S0, set to 0. Constraintk, for 1≤ k≤ 8, will
be the constraint determined by index setSk mod3, with each indexi j , j ∈ Sk mod3,
set equal to the value ofi j in constraintk−1 if j ∈ S(k−1) mod 3. If j /∈ S(k−1) mod 3,
seti j equal to one greater (mod3) than the value it had the last time it was set in a
constraint, or 0 if it has never been previously set.
An example may help to illustrate this process. LetS0 = {1,2,3}, S1 = {1,3,4},
S2 = {1,5}. Constraint 0 will be the one associated withS0 with (i1, i2, i3) forced




Constraint 1 will be the constraint associated withS1 with (i1, i3, i4) forced to be
(0,0,0). Note thati1 andi3 are 0 since they were 0 in the previous constraint, andi4
is 0 because it has not been seen yet. Constraint 2 is associated withS2 (i1, i5)
forced to be(0,0). Constraint 3 forces(i1, i2, i3) to be(0,1,1); i1 is 0 because it
was in the previous constraint andi2, i3 are both 1 because they were not in the
previous constraint, and in their previous appearances, they were both0.
If we were to apply our iterative rule to constraint 8 to obtain a tenth constraint,
it will be exactly constraint 0. This is because any index that is in all three sets will
be fixed at 0 for the whole process, and any other index inS0 will be removed and
added three times throughout the nine constraints, so will be 0 again by the ten
constraint. In this sense, the numbering of the constraints is arbitrary; onlythe
ordering is important.
The nine variables are selected as follows. For each consecutive pair of con-
straintsk and(k+1) mod9, select the variablexk whose indices match any values
forced in constraintsk and (k+ 1) mod 9. Notice that by construction, we can
never have contradictory assignments in the two constraints. For any indexi j not
fixed in either constraint, seti j = 3 in xk.
Claim 5.1.5.Of the nine chosen constraints,xk appears in exactly constraintsk and
(k+1) mod9
Once we have proven Claim 5.1.5, we see that the matrix defined by the vari-
ablesxk and the constraintsk is the vertex-edge incidence matrix of a 9-cycle.
Therefore,A is not totally unimodular.
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Proof. (Claim 5.1.5) It is clear thatxk appears in constraintsk and(k+1) mod9, as
these constraints set index values exactly as they appear inxk. Let Sj be the set as-
sociated with constraintk. Consider any constraintl ∈ {(k+2), ..,(k+8) mod9}.
Assumel is associated withSj or S( j+1) mod 3. Then constraintl sets the same
constraint set as one of constraintk and(k+1) mod9. SinceC is an antichain, both
Sj andS( j+1) mod 3 contain an element not inS( j−1) mod 3. The index associated with
this element will not be set in any constraint associated withS( j−1) mod 3, and thus
will be set to a higher value the next time it appears. The increase will be by either
1 or 2 mod 3, so will not be the same as inxk. Thus,xk does not appear in this
constraint.
Assumel is associated withS( j+2) mod 3. SinceC is an antichain, there exists
r ∈S( j+2) mod 3\S( j+1) mod 3. Thus,ir is set to some valueb∈ {0,1,2} in constraint
(k+2) mod9 and not set at all in constraint(k+1) mod9. Also, this implies that
the value ofir in constraint(k+ 5) mod 9 is (b+ 1) mod 3. If r ∈ S( j−1) mod 3,
then ther th position of xk is set to(b− 1) mod 3. If r /∈ S( j−1) mod 3, then the
r th position ofxk is set to 3. Sinceb /∈ {(b−1) mod 3, 3} and(b+ 1) mod 3 /∈
{(b− 1) mod 3, 3}, and this index is set in constraints(k+ 2) mod 9 and(k+
5) mod9, xk is not in either constraint. By the same argument, this time using the
fact that there exists∈S( j+2) mod 3\Sj , we see thatis is set to a value in constraint
(k−1) mod9 that is different from the value ofis in xk, soxk does not appear in
constraint(k−1) mod9.
Notice now why we need the fourth possible value for each index. In the cas
wherer = s, we would need the value ofir in xk to be different fromb, b+1, and





In this chapter, we start by considering the matching augmentation problem, a the-
oretical problem that models the purchasing decisions faced by Zip. We show that
the problem is NP-hard in general, but admits a PTAS. After we briefly consider
several generalizations, we look at a tractable special case of the probl m that re-
tains some modeling power in the situation facing Zip.
The central idea behind the matching augmentation problem is that we are
simultaneously searching for an optimal solution and actions that will increase
the value of this optimal solution, subject to some resource (money in Zip’s case).
There is no reason to limit this discussion to theb-matching problem. In the second
half of the chapter, we extend the idea of instance augmentation to the much more
general framework of matroids and discuss several problems in this area.
6.1 Matching augmentation
Recall the matching augmentation problem:
Given a graph G= (V,E), weights w∈ QE, capacities B∈ ZV , costs c∈ QV+,
and a budget C∈Q, find y∈ ZV+ and M⊆ E such that:
• cTy≤C
• M is a (B+y)-matching
• M is of maximum weight w(M)
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In the above formulation,xe = 1 corresponds to including edgee in the match-
ing, and the value ofyv corresponds to the additional capacity purchased for vertex
v.
6.1.1 Complexity of matching augmentation problem
We will show that matching augmentation is NP-hard by a reduction to knapsack.
Consider an instance of knapsack whereS= {1..n} is the set of items,w′ ∈ Qn
are the weights of the items,c′ ∈ Qn+ are the costs of the items, andC
′ ∈ Q is
the capacity of our knapsack. Consider the bipartite graphG = (U ∪V,E) with
|U | = |V| = |S| = n. For eachi ∈ S, we letBui = 1, Bvi = 0, cui = ∞, andcvi = c′i .
Also, we will join ui andvi with an edgeeof weightwe = w′i . Along with a capacity
augmentation budget ofC = C′, this gives an instance of matching augmentation.
An optimal solution to this instance would solve the corresponding Knapsack in-
stance.
We now proceed to the construction of a PTAS for matching augmentation.
6.1.2 A PTAS for the matching augmentation problem
Our PTAS for matching augmentation will proceed as follows. First, we will guess
the heaviest edges of the optimal solution, and remove all edges of weight lar er
than a certain threshold. On the remaining problem, we will define an instance
of budgeted matching and approximate using the budgeted matching algorithm in
[1]. From this approximation we will extract an approximation for the matching
augmentation problem.
Let I be an instance of matching augmentation and letε > 0 be a constant.
Let M∗ be optimal forI . If M∗ contains at mostp := ⌈8ε ⌉ edges, then we can
solve the problem optimally by brute force in timeO(mp) = O(mO(1/ε)) by simply
guessing the optimal solution. Thus, assume thatM∗ contains more thanp edges.
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We will guess the heaviestp edgesM∗H of M
∗ by iterating through all possible
choices ofM∗H with |M
∗
H | = p. We remove from our graph the edges inM
∗
H and
all edges of weight larger than the smallest weight of an edge inM∗H . For each
endpointv of an edge ofM∗H , we decreaseBv by one ifBv≥ 1, and otherwise reduce
the budgetC by cv. Let I ′ be the resulting matching augmentation instance, with








since the heaviest remaining edge has smaller weight than the least-weight edge
in M∗H , and thus has smaller weight than the average edge inM
∗
H . Also, M
∗
L :=
M∗ \M∗H is optimal forI
′.
To find an approximately optimal solution forI ′, we will define a suitable
budgeted matching instanceI ′ as follows:
For each vertexv∈V, we will createdv = degG′(v) copies ofv, Sv := {v1, ...,vdv}.
Let S1v = {vi : i ≤ Bv} andS
2
v = {vi : Bv < i ≤ dv}.
For each edge= uv∈ E′, we will create two new vertices,tue andt
v
e. For each
ui ∈S1u, add an edge betweent
u
e andui of weightwtueui = wuv/2 and cost 0. For each
ui ∈ S2u, add an edge betweent
u
e andui of weightwtueui = wuv/2 and costcu. (Add
similar edges for allvi ∈ Sv.) Additionally, join tue andt
v
e with an edge of weight
wtuetve = wuv/2+δ and cost 0 (δ > 0 to be set later). This construction is illustrated
in Figure 6.1. The total budgetC remains as before. Letwmax be the maximum
weight of an edge inI ′. Note that
wmax≤ w
′
max for δ ≤ wmin/2. (6.1.2)
Lemma 6.1.1.Let M be an optimal solution forI ′ and lete= {u,v} ∈ E′ be any
edge. Then either the edgetuet
v




e are chosen in
M, for someui ∈ Su, v j ∈ Sv.
Proof. Assumetuet
v
e is not chosen inM. Since the cost of this edge is zero, it must
have been not chosen because one oftue and t
v
e is covered. Assume without loss
of generality thattue is covered. Ift
v





instead of the edge coveringtue and increase the weight ofM by δ , a contradiction.
Therefore both vertices are covered. Sincetuet
v





in M, for someui ∈ Su, v j ∈ Sv.
In fact, since we can always make local improvements as in the above lemma,
we will assume without loss of generality thatM has this property for eache∈ E′.
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Figure 6.1: Construction of the budgeted matching instance
Given such anM, defineM̂ to be the set{uv∈ E′ : uitue andv jt
v
e are chosen inM,
for someui ∈ Su, v j ∈ Sv}. Thus, we can see that
w(M) = w(M̂)/2+w(E′)/2+δ |E′− M̂|.
We will now constructM̃∗L, a solution inI
′ that corresponds to the solution
M∗L in I
′. In other words, ˆ̃M∗L = M
∗
L.
For each vertexv∈ V, arbitrarily order the edgese∈ E′ incident withv. Let











e : e= uv∈ E
′ \M∗L}.










we will use the approximation algorithm for budgeted matching in [1] to find a
solutionM of weightw(M)≥OPT−2wmax≥ w(M̃∗L)−2wmax.
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Substituting our formula forw into the inequalityw(M)≥w(M̃∗L)−2wmaxgives
w(M̂)/2+w(E′)/2+δ |E′− M̂| ≥ w(M∗L)/2+w(E′)/2+δ |E′−M∗L|−2wmax
Simplifying, bounding the size of our solutions by|E′|, and applying 6.1.2 gives
w(M̂)≥ w(M∗L)−2δ (|M∗L|− |M̂|)−4wmax
≥ w(M∗L)−2δ |E′|−4w′max (6.1.4)




L)−2δ |E′|−4w′max (by (6.1.4))
≥ w(M∗)− εw(M∗H)/2− εw(M∗H)/2 (by (6.1.3),(6.1.1))
= w(M∗)− εw(M∗H)
≥ (1− ε)w(M∗)
This entire algorithm has running timeO(mp+O(1)) = O(mO(1/ε)), and is thus a
PTAS.
It should be noted that, after using similar filtering techniques and considering
the same budgeted matching instance, an FPTAS can be obtained that violates the
budget constraint by at most a(1+ ε)-factor using the Pareto set methodology of
[19] discussed in Section 1.3.1. Finding an FPTAS (with no budget violation)or
determining that none exists is an open problem.
6.1.3 Generalizations of matching augmentation
One simple generalization is replacing the constant cost functionsc∈ RV by non-
decreasing cost functions. By simply adding different costs to the edgesincident to
S2v ∀v∈V, a non-decreasing cost function can be implemented. Note that ifc is not
non-decreasing, an optimal solution to the budgeted matching instance will simply
use the cheapest edges available and ignore the ordering of the cost function.
A second generalization is to have the cost of additional capacity on a vertex b
dependent on which incident edge is being added. Equivalently, we canconsider
the edges having two costs each, one for each endpoint. This allows us to have
different costs to connect different edges to a vertex. Specifically, rthe than being
givenc∈ QV+, we will havec∈ Q
E×{1,2}
+ ; for each edge = {u,v}, we will have
two costs,cue andc
v
e, as shown in Figure 6.2.
The PTAS for this generalized version is almost identical to the PTAS for the
original. Clearly, in the construction of the budgeted matching instance, the cost of
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Figure 6.2: Vertex-dependent edge costs in matching augmentation
an edgetvevi , vi ∈S
2
v will now be the cost of connecting edgee to vertexv. The only
non-trivial change reflects the fact that in this generalization, it is important which
edges pay a connection cost and which are connected using the originalcapacity
available, whereas before, this distinction was not necessary. In the case where
additional capacity is purchased at a vertex, it is now desirable to use the original
capacity to connect the expensive edges and purchase new capacity toconnect the
inexpensive edges.
To solve this problem, for each edge that we guess is inM∗H during the filtering
step, we also guess if neither, one, or both of its endpoints are being paid for by
vertex capacities (rather than by the budget). Depending on the guess that we m ke,
we will either decrease the available capacity at vertices or decrease the remaining
budget available. This makes the running time for the algorithmO((4m)p+O(1))
rather thanO(mp+O(1)), since there are four different ways to connect an edge (a
binary decision at each endpoint), so we still have a PTAS.
An interesting related problem is edge-cost matching augmentation, where the
costs depend exclusively on the edges, and entire edges must be purchased, not
simply the endpoints. The reduction given here is not strong enough to incorporate
this case. If the graph is bipartite, this edge-cost case is solvable throughtechniques
discussed later in the chapter; the general case remains open.
6.1.4 Special case: one-sided bipartite matching augmentation with
uniform costs
Consider an instance(G,w,c,C) of matching augmentation whereG= (V1∪V2,E)
is bipartite,cv = ∞ ∀v∈V1 andcv = 1 ∀v∈V2. This encodes the budget constraint
that we are permitted to purchase at mostC units of additional vertex capacity over
one side of the bipartition (and none on the other side). The linear programming








xe≤ Bv ∀v∈V1 (1)
∑
e∈δ (v)




xe≤ 1 ∀e∈ E (4)
x,y≥ 0
Lemma 6.1.2.The constraint matrixA of the above linear program is totally uni-
modular
Proof. LetM be the submatrix with rows corresponding to all constraints of (1) and
(2) and columns corresponding to thex variables. Note thatM is totally unimodular
as it is simply the vertex-edge incidence matrix of a bipartite graph.
Let A′ be any square submatrix ofA. If A′ has a row corresponding to a con-
straint of (4), then this row has either zero or one entry of ’1’. If the entir row
is zeroes, the determinant is zero. If there is exactly one ’1’, we can calculate the
determinant through expansion along this row and proceed inductively.
So assume the rows ofA′ consist only of constraints from (1),(2), and (3). If
there is a column ofA′ that contains exactly zero or one nonzero entry, we either
havedet(A′) = 0 or we can expand along this column and proceed inductively,
respectively.
Otherwise, each column has exactly two nonzeros. Consider the columns cor-
responding to thex variables. SinceM is the vertex-edge incidence matrix of a
bipartite graph, the rows corresponding to (1) minus the rows corresponding to (2)
give the all-zero vector. Since every column ofA′ has two nonzero entries, the sums
of the rows ofA′ corresponding to (1) and (2) are equal. Looking at the columns
of A′ corresponding to they variables, clearly the sum of the rows corresponding
to (2) equal the row (3). (Constraint (3) must be present or there would not be two
nonzeros in they-columns). Putting these two together we see that (3) plus the
rows of (1) equals the rows of (2), implying thatdet(A′) = 0.
Thus, we can simply solve (Pbip) and get an integral solution. This implies that
this special case is polynomial-time solvable. This special case is still relevantto
Zip, since the structure ofG in this case is exactly the structure of their problem;
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we have a bipartite graph, and the only purchases that can be made are one side
of the bipartition (the side corresponding the supply of DVDs). Although it is
slightly inaccurate to set the cost of every DVD to be equal, it is not completely
unreasonable.
We may also model this problem as a maximum weightst-flow problem. This
will serve as another proof that the constraint matrix is totally unimodular (by
Remark 1.7.8) and give an additional algorithm for solving the problem efficiently.
Consider the following construction:
• Create directed graphD from bipartiteG by directing every edgeof G from
V1 to V2, with weightwe and capacity 1.
• Create a sources and an arc(s,v) of weight 0 and capacityBv for all v∈V1.
• Create a sinkt and an arc(v, t) of weight 0 and capacityBv for all v∈V2.
• Create a dummy noded, an arc(v,d) of weight 0 and infinite capacity for all
v∈V2, and arc(d, t) of weight 0 and capacityC.
The flow on arc(v1,v2) in the maximum weightst-flow instance corresponds
to the value of the variablexv1v2 in the linear program, and the flow on arc(v2,d)
corresponds to the value ofyv2. Note that at mostBv edges incident tov∈V1 may
be chosen, as at mostBv flow can enter (and thus exit) nodev in the flow instance.
The same is true of verticesv∈V2, except that additional flow can be routed along
the arc(v,d). However, at mostC units can be routed in this manner over the entire
instance, forcing the solution to respect the budget constraint.
We now move away from matching and instead focus on similar types of prob-
lems involving matroids. We first present the direct analogue to matching augmen-
tation, and then the related Matroid knapsack problem. We give PTASes forboth
this problem and a generalization, Matroid intersection knapsack.
6.2 Matroid augmentation
Recall the matroid augmentation problem:
Given a matroidM = (S,I ), A⊆S, weights w∈QS, costs c∈QS+, and budget
C∈Q, find A′ ⊆ S such that c(A′)≤C and the weight of the max-weight indepen-
dent set I⊆ (A∪A′) is maximized.
Notice that this is in some ways the direct analogue of edge-cost matching aug-
mentation for matroids; in the matching version, we wanted to increase the value
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of the optimal solution in our instance by purchasing additional edges. Consider
M the graphic matroid forG = (V,E). This instance, phrased in terms of graphs,
is given a graphG= (V,E) and a subsetA⊆E of the edges, select additional edges
A′ ⊆E of costc(A′)≤C such that the resulting network has an acyclic subgraph of
maximum weight possible. A practical application of this could be the refurbishing
of an existing service network; given a certain budget, we want to add to existing
infrastructure to increase service by as much as possible.
The matroid augmentation problem can be formulated as the following integer
program:
max wTx (IP1)
s.t. x(T)≤ r(T) ∀T ⊆ S
xe≤ ye ∀e∈ S\A
cTy≤C
x,y∈ ZS+
The following integer program is equivalent:
max wTx (IP2)
s.t. x(T)≤ r(T) ∀T ⊆ S
cTx≤C
x∈ ZS+
where we setce = 0 ∀e∈ A (and unchanged for alle /∈ A ). Thus, the matroid
augmentation problem can be reduced to the budgeted independent set probl m.
The reverse reduction is straightforward; if we setA= /0, then solving matroid aug-
mentation solves budgeted independent set. Since solving budgeted independent
set would solve budgeted spanning tree (using the graphic matroid), and budgeted
spanning tree is NP-hard [21], so is matroid augmentation. However, we easily
get a PTAS for matroid augmentation by using the algorithm for budgeted matroid
intersection in [1] (the result in [1] for budgeted matroid intersection clearlylso
applies to budgeted independent set).
6.3 Matroid knapsack
Recall the matroid knapsack problem:
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Given a matroidM = (S,I ), weights w∈ QS, costs c∈ QS+, and a budget
C∈Q, find A′ ⊆ A⊆ S such that c(A′)≤C, A\A′ ∈I , and w(A) is maximized.
We can formulate the matroid basis knapsack problem as the following integer
program:
max wTx (IPMKn)
s.t. x(T)≤ r(T)+y(T) ∀T ⊆ S
cTy≤C
xe≤ 1 ∀e∈ S
x,y∈ ZS+
Notice that there is no reason to ever haveye > xe for anye∈ S. Thus, we can
redefine ourx variables to bex−y in the above integer program, giving us a more
convenient representation:
max wT(x+y) (IP′MKn)
s.t. x(T)≤ r(T) ∀T ⊆ S
cTy≤C
xe+ye≤ 1 ∀e∈ S
x,y∈ ZS+
This new integer program motivates the reason for calling this problem matroid
knapsack; in any locally optimal solution, we choose someA∈I (at no cost) by
setting the values of thex variables and then solve the knapsack problem on the
remaining elements. The solution to this knapsack problem is represented by they
variables.
We will once again consider the application of this problem obtained by using
the graphic matroid of a connected graphG = (V,E). The problem then becomes
the problem of selecting any spanning tree ofG at zero cost, and then buying
additional edges of the graph subject to a budget. We wish to obtain a network of
maximum weight. An application of this problem would be the use by a company
of a communication network run by some central authority. The company may be
allowed access by the central authority to everything in the network for free as a
start-up (i.e. a spanning tree at zero cost), and wishes to gain additional service or
connectivity by purchasing access to additional components.
Before considering algorithms for the matroid knapsack problem, we will con-
sider the problem under the uniform cost function.
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6.3.1 Special case: uniform costs
Consider the case wherece = 1 ∀e∈ S. In other words, we can select anyC ele-
ments to add to our independent set.
Claim 6.3.1.The feasible solutions of (IP′MKn) in the uniform costs case correspond
to the independent sets of a matroid.
Proof. The possible choices ofy of at mostC elements form the independent sets
of a uniform matroid on the ground setS′, where we defineS′ as a copy ofS. In
other words, for eache∈S, there ise′ ∈S′, and vice versa. Combining this uniform
matroid with our original matroidM by Matroid Union, we see that all feasible
solutions to (IP′MKn) are independent sets of this union matroid on ground setS∪S
′.
Conversely, given an independent setI ∪ I ′ of the matroid formed by applying
matroid union toM and the uniform matroid, we selectx variables according to
the elements ofI and they variables according to the elements ofI ′.
Since the solutions are simply independent sets of a matroid, we can obtain the
optimal solution in polynomial time (by Corollary 1.6.6).
6.3.2 Algorithms for matroid knapsack
We will now consider matroid knapsack for an arbitrary matroid. First, noticethat
the problem is NP-hard. This can be seen easily by considering the matroid wh se
only independent set is the empty set. In this case, the problem is exactly knapsack,
and thus weakly NP-hard.
First, we show that the problem can be reduced to budgeted matroid inter-
section, which has a PTAS [1]. We then give a pseudopolynomial-time dynamic
programming algorithm, which will lead to an FPTAS.
Since (IP′MKn) already contains the rank constraints for one matroid and a bud-
get constraint, if we can show that the setxe+ye≤ 1∀e∈Sdefines the independent
sets of some matroid, we will be done (note that we will define the cost of selecting
xe as 0 towards the budget).
Claim 6.3.2.M ′ = (S′,I ′) is a matroid, whereS′ = {e1,e2 : e∈ S}, I ′ = {A⊆
S′ : 6 ∃e∈ Ss.t.e1,e2 ∈ A}.
Proof. For any elemente∈S, consider the matroidMe= ({e1,e2},{{e1},{e2}, /0}).
SinceMe is a matroid for everye∈ S, M ′ is a matroid by Matroid Union.
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Settingxe = 1 if e∈A1 andye = 1 if e∈A2 ∀e∈S, we see thatxe+ye≤ 1∀e∈
S⇔ (A1,A2) ∈I . Thus, (IP′MKn) is the intersection of two matroids along with a
budget constraint, and thus has a PTAS by [1].
We may hope to do better than a PTAS. This PTAS exists for any two general
matroids; one of our matroids is extremely structured and quite simple. We exploit
this fact to get a dynamic programming algorithm to solve Matroid knapsack.
In our dynamic programming solution, we will solve a series of subproblems.
In the subproblem denoted by[i,W], we find a solution to the Matroid knapsack
problem on the matroidM restricted to the ground set{1, .., i}, where{1, .., i} are
thei heaviest elements ofS. Additionally, our solution to[i,W] must be the solution
of minimum cost that has weight of at leastW. If there are several such solutions,
we will require the one with largest weight.
We will solve the problem[i +1,W] by modifying the optimal solutions of one
of the problems[i,W] and[i,W−wi+1]; using the first will correspond to element
i +1 not being included in the solution to[i +1,W], whereas using the second will
correspond to adding elementi +1.
Consider the dynamic programming algorithm given by Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Dynamic programming algorithm for Matroid Knapsack
1: Order the elements ofSby decreasing weight (breaking ties lexicographically).
2: DefineOPT[i,W] to be the min-cost solution using elements{1, .., i} that has
weight of at leastW. If there are many such solutions, select the one of
largest weight (break further ties by selecting the solution whose largestin-
dex is smallest).
3: CalculateOPT[i +1,W] as follows:
• Let (X,Y) = OPT[i,W−wi+1].
• Let f be the minimum cost element in the circuitC of X∪ei+1 (if X∪
ei+1 is independent, setf to be null).
• Set OPT[i + 1,W] to be eitherOPT[i,W] or (X ∪ ei+1 \ f ,Y ∪ f ),
whichever has smaller cost.
We will first prove that the above recursive step is correct.
First, notice that theX component of the solutionOPT[i,W] is always a basis of
{e1, ..,ei} (otherwise, we could add components toX to either increase the weight
or decrease the cost, depending on whether the elements added come fromY). If
ei+1 /∈OPT[i +1,W], thenOPT[i +1,W] = OPT[i,W].




Proof. Assume, for a contradiction, thatOPT[i + 1,W] = (X′,Y′) with c(Y′) <
c(Y)+cf .
If ei+1∈Y′, consider(X′,Y′ \ei+1). This solution has weight at leastW−wi+1.
Its cost is
c(Y′)−ci+1 < c(Y)+cf −ci+1≤ c(Y)
where the last inequality follows becausef is either null or the minimum cost
element in a circuit that containsei+1, and thus has lower cost. This new solution
is of lower cost than(X,Y), a contradiction.
If ei+1 ∈ X′, consider the setD := {e∈ S\X′ : X′∪e /∈I ,X′∪e\ei+1 ∈I }.
In other words,D is the set of elements that form circuits involvingei+1 in X′.
Claim 6.3.4.If X∪ei+1 contains a circuitC, thenC∩D 6= /0
Proof. SinceC is a circuit,C\ei+1 is independent inX′∪C. Thus, we can extend
C\ei+1 to a basisB of X′∪C. SinceX′ is also a basis ofX′∪C, |B| = |X′|. This
implies thatB is also basis of{e1, ..,ei+1}, since it has the same size asX′. Thus,
we can extendX′ \ei+1 to a basis by adding an elemente′ of B\X′, which is just
C. So we havee′ ∈C∩D, as desired.
Note that ifX∪ei+1 is independent, thenOPT[i +1,W] = (X∪ei+1,Y).
Let f ′ be the minimum cost edge inC∩D. Note thatf ′ ∈Y′, as otherwise,(X′∪
f ′ \ei+1,Y′) is a better solution than(X′,Y′) (since the elements are in decreasing
order by weight, and further ties are broken by highest-indexed elementin the
solution). Consider the solution(X′∪ f ′ \ei+1,Y′ \ f ′). This solution has weight at
leastW−wi+1. Its cost is
c(Y′)−cf ′ < c(Y)+cf −cf ′ ≤ c(Y)
where the last inequality holds becausef is either null or the minimum cost element
of the circuitC, which containsf ′. This new solution is of lower cost than(X,Y),
a contradiction.
Assume that we have filled out the entire dynamic programming table (this
will be explained in more detail later). To recover the optimal solution, we simply
scan across theOPT[n, :] row of the table. At each entry, we check the cost of
the solution; when we first encounter a solution of cost greater thanC, we step
back one column to find our optimal solution. If we never find a solution of cost
greater thanC, then our optimal solution is simply theOPT[n,W] with W as large
as possible (eventually,OPT[n,W] will be empty).
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Since the weights can be arbitrary non-negative rationals, this dynamic pro-
gramming table is not polynomial size (or even finite). To get our FPTAS, we must
scale and round our weights so that there are only polynomially many values we
must consider, as is done in the standard technique for converting the knapsack
dynamic programming algorithm to an FPTAS.
Let the optimal solution beI, of weightw(I). Divide each weightwe by a value







Use the dynamic programming algorithm above to compute an optimal solutionI

















= w(I)− f |I|
≥ w(I)− f n
≥ w(I)− εw(I) (Assumingf n≤ εOPT)
SinceOPT ≥ maxewe ≥ 1n ∑e∈Swe, we can choosef =
ε
n2 ∑e∈Swe. Under this





ε ), so the algorithm runs in time polynomial inn and 1/ε.
6.4 Matroid intersection knapsack
We now consider a generalization of the matroid knapsack problem. Insteadof
requiring that ourx variables define an independent set of a matroid, we will
require that they define an independent set in the intersection of two matroids,
M1 = (S,I1) andM2 = (S,I2).
The integer program for the matroid intersection knapsack problem is as fol-
lows:
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max wT(x+y) (IPMIKn)
s.t. x(T)≤ r1(T) ∀T ⊆ S
x(T)≤ r2(T) ∀T ⊆ S
cTy≤C
xe+ye≤ 1 ∀e∈ S
x,y∈ ZS+
Before proceeding, we will show how the matroid intersection knapsack prob-
lem can be used to solve the edge-cost matching augmentation problem on bipartite
graphs.
6.4.1 Application to edge-cost matching augmentation
Let G = (U ∪V,E) be the bipartite graph in the edge-cost matching augmentation
instance. We will use the set of edgesE as the ground set of both of our matroids.
The y variables in the matroid intersection knapsack instance will represent the
set of edges purchased in the edge-cost matching augmentation instance;this will
ensure that we stay under budget. We now must define two matroids such that a set
of edges is independent in both matroids exactly when it is a feasibleb-matching
in the edge-cost matching augmentation instance.
Define MU = (E,IU), whereIU = {E′ ⊆ E : ∀u ∈ U, |E′ ∩ δ (u)| ≤ Bu},
whereBu is the vertex capacity of vertexu specified in the edge-cost matching
augmentation instance. DefineMV similarly.
Lemma 6.4.1.Solutions to edge-cost matching augmentation onG = (U ∪V,E)
and the matroid intersection knapsack instance usingMU andMV are in one-to-
one correspondence.
Proof. Let E′ be any set of edges inIU ∩IV andY ⊆ E \E′ with c(Y) ≤ C.
E′ satisfies all vertex capacities, and combined withY, gives a feasible solution
to the edge-cost matching augmentation instance. Conversely, letM ⊆ E be any
feasible solution to edge-cost matching augmentation. We can decomposeM into
X∪̇Y, whereX is a feasibleB-matching andY is the set of purchased edges with
c(Y)≤C. X andY correspond to an independent set and set of edges of weight at
mostC, respectively, in the matroid intersection knapsack instance.
Since the objective value of solutions is preserved in the reduction, any result
we can obtain for matroid intersection knapsack will carry over to this special
bipartite case of edge-cost matching augmentation.
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6.4.2 A PTAS for matroid intersection knapsack
We will give a PTAS for the matroid intersection knapsack problem using tech-
niques similar to those used by [1] in the budgeted matroid intersection algorithm
presented in Section 2.1.
First, as in [1], we form a Lagrangian relaxation (LR λ )) of the problem by
lifting the budget constraint into the objective function.
max wT(x+y)+λ (C−cTy) (LR(λ ))
s.t. x(T)≤ r1(T) ∀T ⊆ S
x(T)≤ r2(T) ∀T ⊆ S
xe+ye≤ 1 ∀e∈ S
x,y∈ ZS+
Removing the constantλC and rearranging gives (LR(λ )′) below.
max wTx+(w−λc)Ty (LR(λ )′)
s.t. x(T)≤ r1(T) ∀T ⊆ S
x(T)≤ r2(T) ∀T ⊆ S
xe+ye≤ 1 ∀e∈ S
x,y∈ ZS+ (6.4.1)
Remark 6.4.2.The Lagrangian weight for the variablesxe andye corresponding to
an elemente∈ S in LR(λ )’ are different; forxe = 1, wλ (e) = we.
Without the budget constraint on they variables, their only restriction is thatye
cannot be 1 ifxe is 1. Thus, any time we havexe = 0 in an optimal solution, we will
be free to chooseye = 1. We will want to do this exactly whenye has nonnegative
Lagrangian weight. Thus, whenxe = 0, we will have
ye = 1⇔ we≥ λce. (6.4.2)
To ease later work, we define some notation.
Definition 6.4.3.For any setT ⊆ S, defineT+ := {e∈ T : we≥ λce}
Definition 6.4.4.Given a solution to any of the above integer programs, define
X := {e∈ S: xe = 1}, Y := {e∈ S: ye = 1}. We will refer to the solution as(X,Y).
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Under these definitions, we see that (6.4.2) implies that we will always have
Y = {S\X}+ (6.4.3)
in any optimal solution(X,Y) to (LR(λ )′). Thus, we can replaceye by 1− xe if




s.t. x(T)≤ r1(T) ∀T ⊆ S
x(T)≤ r2(T) ∀T ⊆ S
x∈ ZS+ (6.4.4)


















Above, R = ∑e∈S+(we− λce) is a constant (and can thus be removed from
the objective function), and (6.4.5) follows sinceλce≥ we ∀e∈ S\S+ andwe≥
λce ∀e∈ S+.
What remains is an instance of matroid intersection, with weights
w′e = min{we,λce},
which can be solved efficiently. Note that any solutionX to this problem implies a
correspondingY as in 6.4.3.
Remark 6.4.5.For any solutionX to (LR(λ )′′), w′(X) = wλ (X,{S\X}+)−R.
As in [1], we can use Megiddo’s parametric search technique to obtain the
optimal Lagrangian multiplierλ ≥ 0 and two solutions(X1,Y1) and(X2,Y2) with
X1,X2 ∈I1∩I2 such thatc(Y1)≤C≤ c(Y2) and(X1,Y1) and(X2,Y2) are optimal
with respect to Lagrangian weights.
As in Section 2.1, we add dummy elements if necessary and truncate the ma-
troids, resulting inX1 andX2 being maximumw′-weight common bases of each of
the two truncated matroids.
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Lemmas 2.1.3 - 2.1.7 from Section 2.1 all hold exactly as in the budgeted
matroid intersection algorithm. Each time we execute the algorithm in Lemma
2.1.7 and it returns a third maximumw′-weight common basisA, we will calculate
YA = {S\A}+. We replaceX1 by A if c(YA) ≤C andX2 by A if c(YA) ≥C. As in
section 2.1, this process will end in polynomial time withX1, X2 adjacent in the
common basis polytope ofM1 andM2.
If eitherc(Y1) =C or c(Y2) =C, we have a feasible solution that is optimal with
respect to the original weights (by a proof similar to that of Theorem 1.5.12), so
we are done. Assumec(Y1) < C < c(Y2). Without loss of generality, assume that
X1\X2 = {s1, ...,sr} andX2\X1 = {t1, ..., tr}.
Lemma 6.4.6.Given (X1,Y1), (X2,Y2) as above, there is a polynomial time algo-
rithm which computes(X′,Y′) such thatX′ ∈I1∩I2, X′∩Y′ = /0, c(Y′)≤C, and
w(X′+Y′)≥ opt−3wmax.
Proof. SinceX1 andX2 are adjacent in the common basis polytope, by Lemma
2.1.5 we have unique perfect matchingsM1 = {s1t1, ...,sr , tr} in exM1(X1,X2) and
M2 = {t1s2, t2,s3, ..., tr ,s1} in exM2(X1,X2), and corresponding cycle
(s1, t1,s2, t2, ...,sr , tr). Assign edgesjt j a weightδ j := w′(t j)−w′(sj) and all other
edges weight 0. SinceX1 andX2 have the samew′-weight, ∑rj=1 δ j = 0. By the
Gasoline Lemma, there exists an edge of the cycle such that all partial sums ofthe
weights around the cycle starting at this edge are non-negative. Without loss of
generality, assumes1t1 is such an edge.
Find the largestk≤ r such that
c(Y1)+c({sj : 1≤ j ≤ k}
+)−c({t j : 1≤ j ≤ k, t j ∈Y1})≤C.
In other words, find the largestk≤ r such that theY we would select if we chose
X asX1\{s1, ...,sk}∪{t1, ..., tk} is under budget. Sincec(Y2) > C, we havek < r,
and by construction,
c(Y1)+c({sj : 1≤ j ≤ k+1}
+)−c({t j : 1≤ j ≤ k+1, t j ∈Y1}) > C
or equivalently,
c(Y1)+c({sj : 1≤ j ≤ k}
+)−c({t j : 1≤ j ≤ k, t j ∈Y1}) >
C−csk+1 +c(Y1∩ tk+1)≥C−csk+1.
Since addingsk+1 to Y1 put us over budget,sk+1 ∈ S+ (since otherwise, we
would not includesk+1 in Y1, so the cost would not increase). Since for an element
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We now show that the solutionX′ = X1 \ {s1, ...,sk+1}∪ {t1, ..., tk},Y′ = Y1 \
{t1, ..., tk}∪{sj : 1≤ j ≤ k}+ satisfies the claim.
ClearlyX′ ∩Y′ = /0, asX1∩Y1 = /0, and the only elements added to either set
are removed from the other. Because of how we chosek,
C−csk+1 < c(Y
′)≤C. (6.4.7)






Recall thatw′(X′) = wλ (X
′,{S\X′}+)−R, whereR= wλ (S
+) is a constant.
Thus,







′,Y′)≥ wλ (X1,Y1)−2wmax (6.4.8)
As in [1], X′∪{sk+1} ∈I1 andX′∪{s1} ∈I2, soX′ ∈I1∩I2.
We now must bound the weight of(X′,Y′):








≥ wλ (X1,Y1)+λC−3wmax (by (6.4.8))
≥OPT−3wmax
where the last inequality follows from the fact that for anyλ ≥ 0, the optimal
solution to the Lagrangian relaxation is an upper bound of the original budgete
problem.
Finally, we present the PTAS for matroid intersection knapsack. The algorithm
will follow a similar structure to that of Theorem 2.1.9.
Theorem 6.4.7.The matroid intersection knapsack problem admits a PTAS.
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Proof. Let ε ∈ (0,1). If the optimum solution contains fewer thanp := ⌈3/ε⌉ ele-
ments, we can guess the optimal solution(X∗,Y∗) by brute force in timeO((2m)p)=
O(mO(1/ε)), giving a PTAS. (The 2 appears because for each element that we guess
to be in the solution, we must also guess if it is inX∗ or Y∗.) Otherwise, we guess
the p elements(X∗H ,Y
∗
H) of largest weight in(X
∗,Y∗). We contract the matroids by
the elements we put inX∗H and delete from the matroids all elements we put inY
∗
H
or that are of weight larger than any of the elements in(X∗H ,Y
∗
H). We also decrease





H)/p≤ εw(X∗H ,Y∗H)/2, (6.4.9)
sincew′max is at most the weight of the least weight element removed, which is
at most the average weight of removed elements. Additionally,(X∗L ,Y
∗
L ) is an op-





∗ \Y∗H . We compute a solution(X
′,Y′) to this instance
using the methodology described this section of weightw(X′,Y′) ≥ w(X∗L ,Y
∗
L )−





The algorithm runs in timeO(2mp+O(1)) = O(mO(1/ε)). Finally,


















In this thesis, we introduced Zip.ca, a DVD rental company, with two main oper-
ational problems to solve: the assignment of DVDs to users and the purchasing of
new DVDs. In order to grasp these problems, we developed theoretical problems
with capability to model Zip’s situation. The result was twofold: we obtained al-
gorithms for both of the two problems we set out to solve and theoretical results
to many interesting related problems. The assignment algorithm we constructed
made improvements in the quality of the assignments generated (especially with
respect to percentage of slots filled and percentage of slots filled with DVDsof top
rank). Some of our theoretical results are listed below.
• We give a 12wmaxwmin
-competitive algorithm for the online 0-1 budgeted match-
ing problem, and show that this the best possible result for a wide class of
algorithms.
• We give a(1− S+1S+e)-competitive algorithm for the budgeted Adwords auc-
tion as the size of the bids and cost get small as compared to the budgets.
• We show that Zip’s assignment problem can be modeled exactly by an in-
stance of the matching augmentation problem, and give a PTAS.
• We present a polynomial time solvable special case of matching augmenta-
tion that models Zip’s assignment problem under the uniform cost assump-
tion.
• We develop three related matroid problems, matroid augmentation, matroid
knapsack, and matroid intersection knapsack. An FPTAS by dynamic pro-





Many open problems were encountered throughout this thesis on both the appli d
and theoretical side. The most obvious and pressing need for work on the applied
side is the development of a full DVD purchasing methodology. Although we hav
developed an algorithm to find approximate solutions maximizing the impact on
the metric of one assignment run, it is unclear at this point how this algorithm
should be best used to make long-term purchasing decisions. Over the time period
of several weeks or months, a DVD will be shipped out many times, so it makeslit-
tle sense to purchase one with the sole purpose of filling one slot. As demonstrated
by the general theme of this thesis, it is likely the case that hidden behind this
problem is an interesting theoretical direction, but more work is needed to unveil
it.
One main overarching open problem for much of the theoretical work discussed
is obtaining hardness of approximation results. Although an FPTAS was obtained
for matroid knapsack, this thesis was only able to discover a PTAS for eachof
matching augmentation, matroid augmentation, and matroid intersection knapsack.
These problems are all indeed NP-hard, but it is not known if they are strongly
NP-hard. In other words, the question of finding a PTAS for any of these three
problems, or proving that none exists, is currently open.
An additional open question is related to the online 0-1 budgeted matching
problem. We showed that the competitive ratio we obtained is the best possible for
the class of algorithms that always selects an edge to the matching when there exist
edges available to select. The design of an algorithm that occasionally (andalmost
certainly randomly) declines to pick any edge with the intention of obtaining a
better competitive ratio is an interesting future direction.
One final direction for future work is to model Zip’s assignment problem asa
truly online problem. One shortcoming of the algorithm that we implemented is
that we relied on empirical testing to ensure its quality. It would be very interest-
ing to present an online algorithm to solve Zip’s assignment problem that provided
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